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Abstract

The design process includes many different activities in which various computational
mechanics tools are used for behaviour modelling of mechanical systems and their
building blocks, e.g. machine elements. These tools usually support large and complex
models and they produce large quantities of data with a high degree of complexity. In
these situations, efficient data management and the ability to search and share data are
important issues to achieve an efficient design process. Today, this ability is usually not
supported by the individual applications even though this probably would improve and
facilitate the ability to search for data on a higher level in the engineering information
system.

This work investigates the ability of searching and comparing analysis data within
behaviour models of technical systems as well as over the analysis results. This is done by
investigating the potential benefits of integrating modern database technology with a
multibody system (MBS) analysis software in the same manner that has been successfully
done for business and administrative applications. This has resulted in an implemented
pilot system, named MECHAMOS, that integrates the main-memory resident object-
relational database management system (DBMS) AMOS with the symbolic multibody
system (MBS) software SOPHIA operating in MapleV. This provides MECHAMOS
with both symbolic and numeric mathematical capabilities for MBS analysis and data
management capabilities to search and compare engineering data in the database.

The approach, making data managing tools available in a computer aided engineering
software, considerably improves the analysis of technical systems. The analysis is brought
to a higher level through the available query language and the desired data is specified,
fairly intuitively, in a query. When the query is processed, the DBMS knows how to
retrieve and automatically derive the required data. As shown in some examples, the
ability to search over stored and derived data in the database is not restricted to a single
MBS-model in MECHAMOS. Because of the implemented materialisation handling, it is
also possible to search, combine, and compare data from several simulation results which
are based on several different models in the database. This extends the ability to perform
optimisation from a traditional parameter study to the possibility to analyse and compare
different technical concepts through the query language and hereby retrieve those
concepts that fulfil certain requirements. If submodel techniques are supported, queries
over a set of components in the database would automatically create, analyse and
compare the possible concepts. This would assist the designer in choosing the best
components for a design.
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1. Introduction

Today's complex and high performance products require an efficient product
development process with cutting edge technical knowledge and advanced analysis tools
to be successful in a competitive market. This process includes activities from the idea
and a market opportunity to delivery of the final product. The intermediate activities are
typically the design process, manufacturing, and marketing of the product. An efficient
product development process results in a shorter time to market and thus lower costs and
earlier incomes. The best way to obtain this could be to have activities progress in
parallel (or at least with extensive overlapping) and simulation and analysis tools used as
early as possible within the individual activities. This puts requirements on the
engineering information system (EIS)1 to be able to search and share heterogeneous
product information efficiently among the activities.

In the design process, early analyses to predict the behaviour of different concepts has
become increasingly important to support the decision making and the choice of
technical solutions. If the modelling is successful, the physical prototypes--where the
design parameters are relatively fixed--can validate the technical solutions rather than
trying different solutions. Thus the number of prototypes can be reduced.

To model the behaviour of mechanical systems, advanced computational mechanics
software-tools are available such as: computer aided design (CAD) for geometric
modelling; finite element analysis (FEA) for flexible body analyses; computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) for flow analyses; and multibody system (MBS) analysis for dynamic
analyses. Between these application domains, data should be shared and reused. CAD
could provide the other applications with geometry data, FEA data and CFD data (e.g.
pressure and temperature) could be exchanged, and MBS analysis could provide FEA
with dynamic loads and CAD with mechanism motion data for animations. The
modelling capabilities of these computational mechanics tools are improved rapidly with
the hardware development. This enables larger and more complex models as well as
implementation of more advanced analysis methods. In doing so, the software produces
large amounts of data with a high degree of complexity. Thus, the ability to search for
data within the models as well as over the resulting data becomes increasingly important
in order to perform efficient analyses and to compare different concepts.

Many designs are built up by standard components with well-known properties. These
components are typically standardised machine elements available from several
manufacturers. There are also specialised components that fit in several products in a
modular product range from a single manufacturer. Thus, it is possible to provide a wide
variety of product variants achieved by a relatively small set of product-line-specific
modules of components. The behaviour of these components can be modelled as
submodels where mating features are defined for interaction with other submodels.
Modelling is hereby reduced to assembling the submodels to obtain the overall functional
description of the design. Again, the ability to search is important, both over the available
submodels and over the possible assemblies and their analyses and simulations results.

                                               
1 A list of notations and abbreviations are found in Appendix 1.
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In a multiple user EIS efficient data management and the capability of searching and
sharing data is a strategic and critical issue. This capability is important on all levels in
the EIS, from the product development level to the individual analysis tools. It is
believed that database technology is the key technology to meet these requirements [1].
Furthermore, applying database technology on the individual analysis tools will most
likely facilitate searching and sharing information on a higher level in the EIS. To
accomplish this object-oriented database technology will probably play an equally
important role in engineering applications as relational database technology has done in
business and administrative applications.

1.1 Scope and objective

The original objective of this research was to integrate modern MBS methods and
formalisms with functional and behaviour modelling of technical systems and machine
elements. As mentioned above, functional and behaviour modelling is important in the
beginning of the design process to predict the dynamic behaviour of the technical system
being designed. The functional goal of the system is usually formulated in a specification
at an early stage. As a physical product is more or less an assembly of machine elements,
this goal can usually be achieved by several different technical solutions which differ in
the choice of machine elements. With MBS models representing the function and
behaviour of the system, the different possible solutions could, at an early stage, be
analysed and compared by simulations to support the final decision of the most suitable
technical concept. In these situations, submodel techniques can be used to reduce the
modelling effort to assemble pre-defined modules that represents the functional
behaviour of the components. Submodel techniques are thus an assisting tool to the
designer in choosing machine elements for a design. At a later stage in the design
process, when the main functional concept is chosen, or at least the number of concepts
is narrowed down, functional and behaviour modelling is still important. It can now be
used to optimise and investigate the robustness of the design, by analysing some
functional response for various design parameter values.

In the appended paper A, a general structure for functional modelling of machine
elements is discussed. The modelling is based on a systems and flow approach where the
technical system is divided into subsystems and energy flows through and between the
systems are formulated. The approach is related to MBS methods for deriving equations
of motion. In paper B, these ideas are implemented in a computer algebra system. In this
implementation pre-defined submodels, for which the energy flows are formulated
symbolically, are stored in a library. These submodels are then assembled in the software,
the equations reduced due to the imposed constraints on the submodels and the
equations of motion obtained on symbolic form.

As the work evolved, it was found that the way basic data and submodels are stored is
important for the ability to perform the analyses. For instance, data managing tools
provided by database technology will most likely improve the ability to search for
components, models, simulation results etc. Due to this insight, the original objective
was refined for the second part of the thesis to focus on the potential benefits of
integrating modern database technology with MBS analysis software. The goal with this
approach is to implement as much knowledge and basic data into the database as
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required, enabling the database management system (DBMS) to perform the analyses
and search over the data. In the field of MBS analysis, this puts requirements on the
DBMS to a) provide suitable data types for MBS-data, b) derive ordinary differential
equations that describe the motion of the mechanical system and c) solve these non-linear
equations using numerical methods.

This approach, building computational mechanics applications based on modern database
technology, is investigated primarily by implementing a research prototype software for
MBS analysis named MECHAMOS. The MECHAMOS system integrates the main-
memory resident object-relational DBMS AMOS [2,18] with the symbolic MBS
software SOPHIA [3]. This integration is enabled by extending the AMOS DBMS with
the computer algebra system MapleV [19,20] for symbolic manipulation and Matlab [21]
for numeric manipulation. The MECHAMOS system is hereby provided with data
management capabilities from AMOS and MBS analysis capabilities from SOPHIA
through MapleV and Matlab.

The objective with the MECHAMOS system is to show if and how advanced analyses
can be performed in a database environment. No effort has been put on graphical and
user friendly interfaces as it is not claimed to be a ready-to-use MBS software.
Furthermore, the intention has been to support analysis of certain classes of problems by
implementing general database functions that enables database queries to search for data
derived by the DBMS. In papers C to F, the implementation and work related to
MECHAMOS is presented and discussed.

In the remainder of this thesis introduction, the next chapter discusses multibody system
analysis in a general manner where different methods for deriving the equations of
motion as well as various MBS software strategies are discussed. In chapter 3 database
systems are discussed and in chapter 4 the MECHAMOS system is presented with some
examples showing the benefits of a query language in simulation of mechanical systems.
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2. Multibody System Analysis

Multibody system (MBS) analysis is important in the design process as it is a tool to
determine the motion of mechanical systems. One of the prime objectives with this
analysis is to determine forces and loads acting in the system. These forces are typically
spring forces, reaction forces in bearings and fixed joints etc.

The purpose of this chapter is to give an introduction to MBS analysis. It starts with a
description of multibody systems and the MBS analysis process. An important phase in
this process is the actual derivation of the equations of motion. Four different methods
for deriving these equations are described: the Newton-Euler equations, Lagrange’s
equations, Kane’s equations, and the systems and flow approach. Furthermore, MBS
analysis software is discussed with advantages and drawbacks pointed out for the
different software categories. Finally, the ideas behind and the working procedure in the
SOPHIA software for MBS analysis are described. In Appendix 2, the most important
SOPHIA commands are presented and a SOPHIA file that derives the equations for a
sliding pendulum configuration is also appended. Related appended papers to this
chapter are:

• paper A which shows the close relation between the flow approach and Kane’s
method in deriving the equations of motion. The systems approach is discussed
from a machine element point of view resulting in submodel techniques.

• paper B which presents a pilot software for MBS analysis based on the systems
and flow approach presented in paper A. The software assembles pre-defined
submodels and automatically derives the equations of motion for these assemblies.

• paper D which studies the CPU time to derive symbolic equations of motion on
different forms and further numerically evaluate these equations.

• paper F where the projection approach of Kane’s method and constraint force
analysis are thoroughly discussed.

2.1 Multibody system analysis activities

A multibody system is a mechanical system composed of bodies that are influenced by
forces and moments. These bodies are interconnected to each other by different types of
joints that constrain the relative motion of the bodies in different directions. To facilitate
the description of the system, the bodies are considered to be rigid. This implies that only
six coordinates are needed to fully describe the state of an unconstrained body (three
translational coordinates for the position of the centre of mass and three rotational
coordinates to determine the orientation). These coordinates are functions of time and
the primary task in MBS analysis is to determine how they vary in time. The rigid body
assumption also implies that flexibility of a mechanical system is modelled as applied
forces on the surrounding bodies and is normally represented by massless springs. This
assumption is valid if the flexibility of the bodies or the masses of the springs do not
considerably influence the dynamic response of the mechanical system.
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The MBS analysis can be divided into different phases as illustrated in Figure 1. In Phase
1 of the analysis, the physical system is described in terms of a mathematical model. This
model defines the objects, the degrees of freedom of the system in terms of coordinates
and coordinate systems, and the forces and moments acting on the individual bodies.

Phase 2 of the analysis is to derive the equations of motion that, in some sense, describes
the behaviour of the system. There are various methods available to the analyst to
accomplish this and it can be done in a fairly systematic fashion. Some of the methods are
briefly described below. The resulting equations are usually 2nd order non-linear ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) with time as the integration variable.

Because of the non-linearities in the resulting equations, the analysis moves from the
symbolic domain to the numeric domain in Phase 3. In this phase, the equations are
integrated numerically, starting from a set of initial values of the coordinates and their
time derivatives (i.e. state variables). The result of Phase 3 is numeric values of the state
variables for each time step of the integration (i.e. the trajectories of the equations).

With the state variables numerically known, kinematic and dynamic information (e.g.
accelerations, energies, reaction forces etc.) can be derived on symbolic form (Phase 4a),
evaluated numerically (Phase 4b), and interpreted in Phase 4c. This interpretation is
traditionally done by visual inspection and comparison of the data which usually is
represented as plots and animations.

In addition to integrating the ODEs, a qualitative analysis of the equations (i.e.
equations of motion) can provide important information about the mechanical system
(Phase 5). Such an analysis includes finding critical points, linearising the equations
around these points, and determining the stability of the system at these critical points.
This, however, is not further discussed in this thesis.

Figure 1  Different domains and different phases in multibody system analysis.
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2.2 Notation and space organisation

The description of the mathematical model in Phase 1 requires a strict and logical
notation. This thesis basically adopts the notation introduced by Lesser [4,5] in which the
system vector is an important object. To define this object, consider a multibody system
of k rigid bodies with a total of n degrees of freedom. Assume, for now, that the system
is not subjected to additional holonomic or nonholonomic constraints. The system is
described by n generalised coordinates (q) and there are reference frames (fA) rigidly
attached to each of the bodies in the system. These frames are defined relative to some
inertial frame (fN) by some of the generalised coordinates. The position vector (r),
velocity vector (v) and angular velocity vector (ω) can now be formulated for each of the
bodies. To organise the entire MBS in one object, Lesser introduced the system vector2

that gathers information of all the bodies in the system. The system velocity vector (v<) is
typically

[ ]v v v< < < < <= 1 1ω ω�

k k T
(1)

Thus, the system vector is a column vector denoted by the superscript (<) and contains of
one vector with translational- (v) and one vector with rotational information (ω) for each
of the k bodies in the system. Analogously, the system force vector contains force and
moment vectors. The introduction of the system vector calls for a definition of an
additional operator, the fat dot product, to obtain the component wise scalar product of
two system vectors If A<i is the i:th vector in the system vector A<, the fat dot product is
defined as

A B A B< < < <

=
• = ⋅∑ i i

i

k

1

(2)

Geometrical interpretations of MBSs have enhanced the understanding of the different
methods of deriving the equations of motion. In this interpretation, an unconstrained
configuration space of dimension 6k is considered. This space is defined by the number
of bodies in the MBS and is spanned by two subspaces, the tangent space (of dimension
n) and the complementary space (of dimension 6k-n). The motion of the system takes
place in the tangent space and the directions in which the MBS is constrained span the
complementary space.

With the geometrical interpretation and its two subspaces, the forces acting on the
individual bodies can be divided into two categories, applied forces and constraint
forces. Applied forces are usually known in terms of the position and velocity (i.e.
spring, damping, friction, and gravity forces) and they exist mainly in the tangent space.
The constraint forces keep the bodies on a constrained path (i.e. normal force) and are
usually functions of the accelerations. These forces only exist in the complementary
space.

                                               
2 Lesser calls this a K-vector referring to the k bodies in the MBS. In SOPHIA this data type is referred
to as a KM-vector.
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2.3 Equations of motion

A central part in MBS analysis is the actual forming of the equations of motion. The
various methods available for this are all based on the three fundamental laws stated by
Isaac Newton (1642-1727) back in 1687 [6]:

I Every body continues in its state of rest or uniform rectilinear motion,
except if it is compelled by forces acting on it to change that state.

II The change of motion is proportional to the applied force and takes
place in the direction of the straight line along which that force acts.

III To every action there is always an equal and contrary reaction; or, the
mutual actions of any two bodies are always equal and oppositely
directed along the same line.

The desire when formulating the equations of motion is to obtain the equations in an
efficient way and then put these equations on a suitable form that is efficient for further
numeric evaluation. Some methods aim for a minimal set of constraint reaction free
equations of motion whereas others formulates more equations to determine not only the
coordinates but also the constraint forces appearing in the equations. The former group
of methods results in n ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and the latter results in a
maximum of 6k differential-algebraic equations (DAEs).

The equations discussed here are valid when the relativistic and the quantum effects are
small, i.e. velocities much smaller than the speed of light and actions are much larger
than Planck’s constant respectively, [7].

The Newton-Euler equations of motion

Assuming that "body" in Newton's laws above is an idealised mass, m, with no spatial
extension (a particle), the second law may be written as

F a= m (3)

where the vector F is the sum of all forces, including constraint- and applied forces, on
the body. The change of motion, a, is the acceleration vector and the proportional
constant, m, is the mass. Equation (3) describes the translational motion of the body. For
rigid bodies (they have spatial extension) a second equation is required to determine the
orientation, this to fully describe the state of the body. Euler (1707-1783) formulated this
equation for the rotational motion of rigid bodies as

M J h= ⋅ + ×�ω ω (4)

where ω is the angular velocity vector, J is the moments of inertia dyad, and M  is the
moment vector around the centre of mass. Introducing the linear and angular momentum

p v= m     and    h J= ⋅ωω (5)

respectively, where v is the velocity of the centre of mass, the Newton-Euler equations
of motion for prediction of dynamic systems are
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F p= �     and    M h= � (6)

In the system vector notation, described above, and with applied (R a
< ) and constraint

( R c
< ) forces separated, the Newton-Euler equations (6) for an MBS can be rewritten as

R R pa c
< < <+ = � (7)

These equations yields, in the general case, a set of 6k (3k in a planar case) DAEs for
determining the n coordinates and the 6k-n constraint forces and constraint moments.

Lagrange’s equations

The Newton-Euler equations are widely used and known by many engineers. As a
complement to Newton-Euler, Lagrange (1736-1813) presented an alternative method to
formulate the equations of motion in the end of the eighteenth century. Rather than for-
mulating the momentum and forces as in Newton-Euler's method, this method is based
on formulating the kinetic and potential energy for the system in terms of the introduced
generalised coordinates (q). The 1st and 2nd form of Lagrange’s equations are then

d

dt q q
K Q

j j
j

∂
∂

∂
∂�

−








 =     and    

d

dt q q
L

j j

∂
∂

∂
∂�

−








 = 0 (8)

where the Lagrangian L = K - V is the difference between kinetic (K) and potential (V)
energy in the system. The generalised force (Qj) is the force or moment component in the
direction of the generalised coordinate qj. Lagrange’s equations result in a minimal set of
n constraint reaction free second order ODEs for determining the n generalised
coordinates.

Kane’s equations

In the 1960’s, Kane presented a alternative method for MBS analysis [8], also resulting
in a minimal set of constraint reaction free equations in the same manner as Lagrange’s
equations. This method, or equations, was later given a geometrical interpretation by
Lesser, [4]. According to Lesser, Kane’s equations are ”projections of the Newton-
Euler’s equations of motion onto a spanning set of the configuration manifold’s tangent
space”. This tangent space is essentially spanned by the instantaneous possible directions
of motion of the system. Figure 2 illustrates this for a particle constrained to move on a
sphere where β j

<  (j = 1 , ... , n) are the n tangent vectors that span the n dimensional

tangent space. With Lesser's interpretation, Kane's equations are obtained by projecting
Equation (7) onto the tangent space (β j

< ). In system vector notation, Kane’s equations

are

R pa j j
< < < <• = •β β� (9)
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The term including the constraint forces vanishes since the tangent space is orthogonal to
the complementary space in which the constraint forces exist. This can also be stated
based on an interpretation of D’Alembert’s principle which says that the work done by
the constraint forces during a displacement compatible with the constraints is zero, [9].
This orthogonality between the constraint forces and the tangent vectors is, in system
vector notation, formulated as

R c j
< <• =β 0 (10)

Figure 2  A particle constrained to move on a sphere illustrating the tangent vectors that span
the two-dimensional tangent space embedded in the three-dimensional configuration space.

Kane also introduced the concept of generalised speeds (u). These generalised speeds
are chosen, by inspection, as arbitrary linear functions of the generalised velocities (�q ).
The relation between the �q  and u is called the kinematic differential equations (kdes) and
are thus

( )� ,q f u qj j= (11)

Each time a differentiation with respect to time is performed these kdes have to be
substituted into the result. Hereby, the motion of the system is represented by a set of
linearly independent generalised speeds. The set of tangent vectors, β j

< , that span the

tangent space is now found from the system velocity vector (v<) as

β j
ju

<
<

=
∂
∂
v

(12)

All the terms in Kane's equations3 (9) are now defined and notable is that there are no
extra information required in Kane's method compared to other methods. The tangent
vectors are easily computed with Equation (12) and the kdes are defined prior to the
formulation of the equations of motion rather than prior to the numerical integration, as
is the case in other methods. The resulting equations of motion are a) the n equations
                                               
3 The components of the tangent vectors are named partial velocities by Kane. Kane has also introduced
the generalised active force (Fj) and the generalised inertia force (Fj

*). They are defined as the left hand
side and the right hand side of Equation (9) respectively.
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obtained from Equation (9) (one equation for each independent tangent vector) and b)
the n kdes of Equation (11). Thus, by the introduction of the generalised speeds, this
method yields a set of 2n constraint reaction free first order ODEs ready for numeric
integration.

Kane’s and Lagrange’s equations

Kane’s equations (9) are directly related to Lagrange’s equations (8a), or vice versa, if
the generalised speeds of Equation (11) are defined on the simplest form, i.e. u qj j= � .

This close relationship is then [5]

d

dt q q
K

j j
j

∂
∂

∂
∂�

�−








 = •< <p β     and    Qj a j= •< <R β (13)

A difference between the two methods is the effort required deriving the symbolic
equations, which is in favour for Kane’s method. Furthermore, the intuitive
understanding of how and why the constraint forces automatically vanish from the
equations is enhanced with Lesser’s geometrical interpretation of Kane’s equations.

Kane’s equations and constraint forces

Kane’s equations usually determine the motion of the mechanical system without having
to solve for the constraint forces. However, determining the size and direction of one or
several constraint forces may also be one of the objectives of the MBS analysis. This is
even necessary to be able to determine the motion if the applied forces are dependent on
the constraint forces (e.g. dry friction). To determine the constraint forces in Kane’s
method, the Newton-Euler equations (7) are projected onto the complementary space
rather than the tangent space, thus

( )R R pa c i i
< < < < <+ • = •γ γ� (14)

where γ i
<  are the vectors that span the complementary space. It is in this space that the

constraint forces exist and the constraint forces can thus be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the γ i

< -vectors. The issue of constraint force analysis with Kane’s method in
system vector notation is discussed in the appended paper F. One of the results from this
discussion is that, for a proper choice of the γ i

< -vectors, it is possible to obtain a set of
equations that are uncoupled in the constraint forces (i.e. each equation contains only
one unknown constraint force). The γ i

< -vectors required to achieve this are defined by
the fictitious coordinates (qf) introduced in the directions of the constraint forces. From
these fictitious coordinates, the fictitious system velocity vector (v f

< ) can be derived and

hereby, in the same manner as the tangent vectors, the γ i
< -vectors are derived by

γ i

f

fiq
<

<

=
∂
∂
v

�

(15)
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In the example of Figure 2, the complementary space is one-dimensional and is in the
normal direction to the sphere. Projecting the Newton-Euler equations (7) onto that
direction yields an additional equation that determines the force constraining the particle
to remain on the sphere.

The contribution of paper F in the field of MBS analysis is the geometrical interpretation
of Kane’s constraint force analysis in terms of Lesser’s system vector notation. Further,
the paper points out how these γ i

< -vectors are found in a systematic fashion. The

benefits of this method are that we only have to keep track of which γ i
< -vector

corresponds to which constraint force in order to determine a specific constraint force.
Traditionally, an equation is formed for the constraint force. Depending on how many
unknown constraint forces this equation contains, additional equation have to be formed
until the constraint force in question can be solved for. The method presented in paper F
seems to be well suited for computer implementation and is used in MECHAMOS to
determine the constraint forces.

Systems and flow approach

In engineering design and machine elements, products are often considered as technical
systems. A technical system is a set of functional elements interrelated to each other and
to the whole such that a common goal is achieved. The behaviour of the technical system
is dependent on the technical process in which energy, material and/or signals are
channelled and/or converted [10]. In the systems approach [11], used in this thesis, a
control volume is defined that encloses the system to be analysed and separates the
system from the environment. Interaction between the system and the environment is
assumed to take place through discrete regions that are named ports. A system in it self
can be further divided into subsystems with additional ports defined for interaction
between the subsystems. This systematic approach usually enhances the understanding of
the physical system and facilitates the modelling procedure.

The next step is to analyse the system using the flow approach [11] where material,
signal, and energy flows through and in the control volume are studied. In mechanical
systems the control volume may be defined such that the material and signal flows can be
neglected. Thus, left to be analysed is the energy flow. Energy can not be created or
destroyed, but it is transformed between various energy domains (e.g. mechanical,
electrical, thermal). Therefore the energy flows through the system, due to conservation
of energy, can be formulated as

( )P
t

W Pin out stored transf− − + =
d
d

0 (16)

This is basically an interpretation of the first law of thermodynamics where Pin-out is the
net energy flow into the system through all defined ports, Wstored is the energy stored in
the system, and Ptransf is the energy transformed between various domains. Each energy
domain may be looked upon separately and Equation (16) applied on the mechanical and
thermal domain consequently results in the following two equations:
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( )P
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transf
mec

− − + =
d
d

0 (17)

( )P
t

W Pin out
therm

stored
therm

transf
therm

− − + =
d
d

0 (18)

The last term in Equation (16), Ptransf , is the energy flow transformed within the system.
Again, energy can not be created nor destroyed, therefore the sum of all transformations
in the system, Ptransf , is zero. However, communication between the various energy
domains takes place through this transformation term and each transformation contains
one term of each energy domain involved in the transformation (a sink-source pair).
Typically, losses in mechanical systems are energy transforming from mechanical to
thermal energy, e.g. friction or damping. The energy is then leaving the mechanical
domain (negative) and entering the thermal domain (positive). Thus the transformation
term will then take the form

P P Ptransf transf
mec

transf
therm= + = 0 (19)

These ideas, using the systems and flow approach in the analysis of mechanical systems,
are discussed in paper A. One part of this discussion focuses on how the equations of
motion are obtained from the formulated energy flows according to equation (17). The
energy flow, or power (P), is the product of an effort and a flow variable which both can
be represented by vectors. In the mechanical domain, the effort and flow variables are
force and velocity for the translational part and moment and angular velocity for the
rotational part. This implies that the power is a projection of the forces onto the
velocities. As the tangent space in Kane's method is found from the velocity vectors,
these two methods are closely related and the equations of motion is found from

∂
∂u

P
t
W P

j
in out
mec

stored
mec

transf
mec

∗ − − +



 =

d

d
0 (20)

where u* are the generalised speeds that origin from the velocities in the power
expressions. The difference between the methods is that the velocity vector is
differentiated with respect to the generalised speeds prior to formulating the equations of
motion (to obtain the tangent vectors) in Kane’s method. In the energy approach this is
done after the energy flows have been formulated. The resulting equations are a set of 2n
first order ODEs found from: a) the n equations obtained from Equation (20) and b) the
n kdes of Equation (11).

A functional interpretation of the terms in Equation (17) is also discussed in paper A.
The different terms (and combinations of) are associated with the four basic functions
that a subsystem can posses [11]. These basic functions are to store something,
transform something, transport something, and support something.

Holonomic and nonholonomic constraints

In the above sections it was assumed that a set of independent generalised coordinates
were used to describe the MBS. If redundant coordinates are used (i.e. more coordinates
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that degrees of freedom), additional constraint equations have to be formulated to relate
the redundant coordinates to the independent coordinates. These geometrical constraints,
called holonomic constraints, are for example useful in the description of closed loop
mechanisms. Holonomic constraints can be written on the form

( )f q qindep holo1 0, = (21)

Differentiating these equations once with respect to time (utilising the concept of kdes
defined in equation (11)) yields equations that constrains the corresponding generalised
speeds:

( )f u u qindep holo2 0, , = (22)

Another type of additional constraints is the nonholonomic constraints. They are a set of
constraint equations among the velocities that cannot be integrated to obtain a set of
geometric constraints. A typical example is rolling without sliding where the two bodies
in contact must have the same velocity in the point of contact. This condition yields an
equation relating the involved generalised speeds and the nonholonomic constraint can be
written on the form

( )f u u qindep nonholo3 0, , = (23)

Both types of constraints are now expressed in the same form and can thus be treated in
the same way. Solving Equations (22) and (23) for the dependent generalised speeds
yields

( )u f u qholo indep= 4 , (24)

( )u f u qnonholo indep= 5 , (25)

An example of formulating Equations (21-25) are found in paper C where the provided
MBS example is subjected to holonomic and nonholonomic constraints.

The additional constraints of Equations (24) and (25) are treated differently in different
methods. In the Newton-Euler method, the kdes of equation (11), Equation (7), and
Equations (22) and (23) differentiated a second time are forming the set of equations that
describes the system. When solving these equations, the initial conditions of the
dependent q and u must all fulfil the constraint equations (21-23).

In methods that aim for a minimal set of equations in a minimal set of generalised speeds
by projecting expressions onto the tangent space, it is crucial that this tangent space
represents the fully constrained system (i.e. the actual motion of the system). To obtain
this for Kane’s method, the system velocity vector in Equation (12) must include all the
velocity constraints imposed on the system. Thus, it is vital that Equations (24) and (25)
are substituted into the system velocity vector prior to deriving the tangent space with
Equation (12). The same applies to the flow approach where the u* of Equation (20)
must be linearly independent and thus the velocities used in the power expressions must
represent the actual motion of the system.
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In the resulting equations of these two methods, the dependent generalised speeds are
substituted with Equations (24) and (25). The initial values of the holonomic constrained
coordinates (the dependent q) must then fulfil Equation (21) whereas the unconstrained
coordinates (the independent q) and the generalised speeds (u) can be chosen arbitrarily.

2.4 MBS software

MBS analysis assistance is offered by many different software packages and they can be
divided into two categories [12,13]. The first category operates entirely in the numeric
domain and the software derives the equations of the present mechanism prior to each
analysis. In this category we find widely used commercial software packages like
ADAMS and DADS. The second category first derives the equations in the symbolic
domain and then moves to the numeric domain for solving the equations. Hereby the
symbolic equations are available and can be reused in various analyses that only differ in
the parameter and initial values. In this category we find software packages like
NEWEUL, SD/FAST, AUTOSIM, SIMPACK, SOPHIA, AUTOLEV.

The transition of the equations from the symbolic to the numeric domain in the second
category software is usually done automatically by exporting the equations as ready-to-
compile C or FORTRAN files. The software either produces a) a numeric simulation
program, b) subroutines that can be merged into a simulation program, or c) a file
containing the equations suitable for an existing simulation program. The existence of
symbolic equations offers flexibility in manipulating the equations prior to the transition.
It is for instance, possible to do operations on the equations once in the symbolic domain
whereas in the numeric domain the same operation might have to be performed possible
several times at each time step of the integration. Hence, optimisation techniques in the
symbolic domain can be used to put the equations in a computational efficient form for
further numeric evaluation. This can be done by finding common subexpressions in the
equations and substitute these with intermediate variables [14] (e.g. in SOPHIA and
AUTOLEV). The subexpressions are then computed once in the beginning of the
numeric evaluation and the result is repeatedly used in the equations. Thus, the number
of arithmetic operations needed to compute the derivatives of the state variables are
reduced and the numeric efficiency is improved. Some software also allows specific
definition of angles known to be small (e.g. AUTOSIM) enabling automatic linearisation
of the equations with respect to these small angles [13].

Advantages with the symbolic formulation of the equations of motion are a) the
flexibility of parameterised equations, b) that the equations can be put into a
computational efficient form and c) the very fast numeric evaluation through the
compiled C or FORTRAN programs. A drawback with the symbolic formulation is that
the size of the equations grows rapidly with the degrees of freedom in the system. The
process of transforming vectors back and forth between reference frames increases the
number of operations to obtain the resulting equations. This can be reduced by utilising
delayed component evaluation techniques [14]. Operations that require transformations
are not performed until it is absolutely necessary and expressions like a1·b1 are thus kept
as long as possible. The number of terms in numeric equations are also less than in the
corresponding symbolic equations. For instance, the two symbolic terms m q m q1 1 2 1�� ��+  are
reduced to a single term with m1 and m2 numerically fixed as in the numeric equations.
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Modelling and analysis in MBS software

Some of the MBS software provides a graphical interface to interactively define the
mechanism (Phase 1 in Figure 1). The different bodies are then created in 3D and
interconnected by predefined joints. Usually these software also offer the possibility to
import the mechanism geometry from an external geometric modeller, e.g. CAD system.
However, this import of data is not always successful and may require some further
modelling and adjustments in the MBS software but it is a valuable assistance of reusing
existing data from another data source. Another approach is to build the MBS-model by
a sequence of software specific commands. This can be done either interactively or by
reading a text file that contains the sequence of commands. This approach is used in the
SOPHIA system and is described in more detail below.

After the mechanism has been defined, the equations of motion can be derived (Phase 2)
and further integrated (Phase 3). Depending on which method that is used for deriving
the equations, the results are the state space variables (the generalised coordinates and
the generalised speeds) or, as in ADAMS for instance, six coordinates for each body (the
three translational coordinates for the centre of mass and the three rotational
coordinates). The results are then presented as graphs or as animations (Phase 4).
Animations are used to view the motion of the mechanism graphically and this is a
powerful tool for verification of the MBS-model. Inconsistencies in the model can for
instance be detected if connected bodies are separated during the simulation. The
reasonableness of the mechanisms overall motion and the initial conditions are also easily
verified by an animation.

Plotting various properties provides a more accurate view of the simulation results. This
includes plotting coordinates and expressions of these such as velocities and constraint
forces. In the numeric category of software, plotting the velocity of a point in a body can
only be done automatically for points defined prior to the solving of the equations. For a
point not predefined, due to the lack of symbolic capabilities, the user have to manually
derive an expression of that velocity in terms of the coordinates and type in the
expression in terms of the variable names for the coordinates to enable numeric
evaluation.

In the second category of software, moving from the symbolic domain to a separate
simulation program in the numeric domain, symbolic knowledge about the MBS is
usually lost. Positions, velocities etc. derived in the symbolic domain to obtain the
equations of motion are not available in the numeric domain where the only MBS-data
are the state space variables and how they vary in time. Thus, for the above velocity
example, even in this category, the expression has to be typed in for numeric evaluation.
If the symbolic domain is available in the numeric analysis (as in MECHAMOS), new
symbolic expressions combined with existing symbolic expressions (e.g. angular
velocities and velocities of the centre of mass) will assist the user in deriving the desired
velocity expression and further evaluate this expression numerically.

Further, it is usually support in the software for other numerical analysis results than just
the coordinates from the simulation. The selection of the resulting MBS-data is however
traditionally done by visually inspecting plots. There is little or no support for efficient
MBS-data management resulting in a poor ability to search for MBS-data and no support
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for analysis and comparison of several MBS-models. To handle these issues in the
traditional MBS software, extensive programming efforts are required of the user and
this usually results in MBS-model and analysis specific programs.

The SOPHIA system

Development of a new symbolic based MBS software can either be done from scratch or
be based on already available computer algebra systems such as MapleV, Mathematica,
Macsyma etc. As these languages are generic (they are intended for a wide range of
scientific applications) the development of the MBS software aims at adding knowledge
about MBS to the language for example in terms of functions and data types. The
approach takes advantage of the mathematical knowledge and the computational
techniques implemented in these languages by experts in the field of computer algebra.
Future developments of the computer algebra systems are made available by updating the
MBS software to comply with new versions of the underlying software system.

The other approach is to develop a new computer language specifically for MBS analysis
that includes the data types and structures as well as algebra manipulation relevant to the
MBS analysis. The resulting software package is most likely smaller and requires less
computing power to be effective in the field of MBS analysis. However, this restricts the
available analyses to those anticipated by the software developers.

The SOPHIA system is a second category MBS software developed by Lesser and is
based on his geometrical interpretation of Kane’s equations [3,5,14]. SOPHIA is
implemented in MapleV [19] as a set of additional functions for MBS analysis. This
configuration provides SOPHIA with extensive and powerful symbolic manipulation
capabilities since the full Maple functionality is available in the SOPHIA system. The
input interface is a standard Maple worksheet where SOPHIA acts as an assistant to the
user, performing most of the vector algebra and vector calculus as the MBS-model is
gradually built up by a sequence of SOPHIA and Maple commands.

SOPHIA consists of four different packages, a vector algebra package for adding,
multiplying and transforming vectors, a vector calculus package for differentiation of
vectors, an MBS analysis package for more specific MBS functions, and an export
package for exporting the optimised symbolic equations to Matlab [21] for efficient
numeric evaluation.

A central data type in SOPHIA is the so-called E-vector which consists of the three
vector components and the name of the reference frame in which the three components
represent the vector. This enables the SOPHIA system to automatically transform the
vector to any reference frame defined in the system. Consequently, the E-dyad data type
consists of a three by three matrix and the name of the reference frame in which the nine
matrix components represent the dyad. Another important data type is the KM-vector,
which is the same as the system vector used in this thesis. All the bodies in the MBS are
represented in this KM-vector which is a collection of E-vectors.

The purpose of SOPHIA is to derive the equations of motion on symbolic form by in
steps computing the velocities, momentum and the applied forces in the mechanism. The
equations are then exported to ready-to-compile C-code compatible with Matlabs mex-
functions. This provides the user with the full functionality of Matlab for the final
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numeric analysis. In appendix 2, some of the most important functions in SOPHIA are
described briefly and a SOPHIA file of the “Sliding Pendulum” example from paper E
and F is also provided in this appendix. This file includes the various steps required to
perform an analysis in SOPHIA and they are:

• Define generalised coordinates (q) and generalised speeds (u) as time dependent.
The derivatives are denoted by an appended “t” (i.e. q1 → q1t and u1 → u1t). The
relationships between the coordinates and the speeds are also defined in the
kinematic differential equations. See Equation (11).

• Define body fixed reference frames and auxiliary reference frames. The frames are
defined as a simple rotation from one frame to another frame about a frame axis
and a given angle. The body fixed reference frames describes the orientation of the
bodies in the mechanism.

• Formulating position vectors to the centre of mass for each body in the mechanism.
This defines the geometry of the mechanism and the vectors are formulated in
terms of coordinates and parameters using the defined reference frames.

• Formulating the resultant applied force and moment vectors acting on each body.

• Derive the velocities from the position vectors and the angular velocities from the
body fixed reference frames. Prior to this step, if applicable, additional constraints
are formulated and substituted into the kdes to obtain velocities with included
constraints.

• Derive differentiated linear and angular momentum vectors. Masses and moments
of inertia dyads must be introduced here.

• Construct KM-vectors for the velocities, forces and momentum, see Equation (1).

• Derive the tangent vectors from the velocity KM-vector and the specified
generalised speeds. KMtangents  computes this according to Equation (12) and
returns all the tangent vectors according to the specified generalised speeds.

• Derive Kane’s equations according to Equation (9). &Kane performs the fat dot
product according to Equation (2) for all the provided tangent vectors and returns
the symbolic equations of motion as a list of Maple equations.

• Export the equations as a mex-function for further numeric evaluation in
MATLAB. The equations (Kane’s equations and the kdes) can be exported on
either implicit or explicit form. The state variables, the output derivatives of these,
and the parameters are specified. Prior to exporting the equations, they are
automatically optimised by the introduction of intermediate variables that are
evaluated once in the beginning of the numeric evaluation.

An advantage with SOPHIA is that the symbolic equations are immediately available in a
computer algebra system for further manipulation. Furthermore, there are no limitations
in SOPHIA since it assists the user in the Maple environment to perform MBS analysis.
It is only a matter of building the desired expressions or equations using the available
functionality. The limitation is in the Maple system and how Maple handles the derived
symbolic expressions.
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The possibility of manipulating the equations of motion in SOPHIA and Maple prior to
exporting them to Matlab is investigated in Paper D. The work focuses on the CPU-time
required to perform the symbolic manipulations and the successive numeric evaluation in
Matlab. The equations represent the motion of a four-bar mechanism and the different
symbolic manipulations are:

• solve the equations to get them on explicit form or keep them on implicit form

• simplify the equations or keep them unsimplified

For each of the combinations of these manipulations one can either

• substitute the numeric values into the equations or keep the symbolic parameters

It is found in the paper that the implicit and unsimplified equations are the fastest to
evaluate in the numeric domain. These equations also require the least manipulations in
the symbolic domain and are thus the fastest to derive in the symbolic world. One of the
reasons for this result is probably that simplified expressions include more arithmetic
operations (e.g. simplification of (a+b)·c results in a·c+b·c, three operations instead of
two). This limited study recommends that simplification is not performed on large
expressions. In MBS analysis, expressions of the velocities (differentiated only once) are
relatively small but acceleration expressions (differentiated twice) tend to grove fast.
Simplification efforts should thus be performed for velocity expressions but avoided for
acceleration expressions.

2.5 Summary and conclusions

This chapter has discussed several methods for deriving equations of motion where
Kane's method and the geometrical interpretation of these equations are the most
important for the remainder of the thesis. Traditional MBS software and the functionality
of those analysis tools have also been discussed in a general manner. Furthermore, the
SOPHIA system, which is based on Kane’s method, is presented in more detail. This
MBS software is used by MECHAMOS to derive symbolic expressions and further, the
equations of motion on symbolic form.

The most important results from the discussion are the poor ability to search for MBS-
data in traditional MBS software and the importance of symbolic and numeric
capabilities simultaneously available in an MBS software. The latter offers assistance in
deriving symbolic expressions and evaluating these numerically by reusing the symbolic
information such as velocities and angular velocities etc. from the symbolic world when
performing evaluation in the numeric world.

Both the increased ability to search for MBS-data and the symbolic/numeric capabilities
are supported by the MECHAMOS system. This improve the MBS analysis as is seen in
chapter 5 where MECHAMOS is presented.
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3. Database Technology

The need for, and production of, large information quantities in many of today’s business
activities require that the data is structured and that efficient searches of data are
possible. Database technology has developed strongly over the last decade to meet these
requirements. Consequently, databases become more and more important in software
applications and are used in many different fields of application. Most intuitive are
applications keeping record over employees, customers, phone numbers, car registrations
etc. These applications are characterised by fairly static data and, in some fields, large
quantities of data. Other applications that involve more dynamic data are software
systems that continuously log data or register events. Some examples in this area are: a
supermarket where all the items of merchandise are registered when delivered and sold;
an industrial process where temperatures, fluid levels etc. are continuously logged; the
banking system where all the transactions are registered; the stock exchange where all
the stock trades are registered.

Introducing database technology in a field of operation usually facilitates and makes the
daily routines more efficient. As a bonus, strategic and important information can be
extracted and derived from the data in the database. In the above supermarket example,
the introduction of barcodes and thereby the ability to automatically detect and register
an article and its price, has reduced the work for and made the cashier more efficient.
The database is automatically updated in a purchase and thus, at any instant, represents
the merchandise situation in the supermarket. Information that was impossible or tedious
and costly to derive by hand can now easily be extracted and derived by searching the
database. For instance, the database system can detect articles that are low in stock and
search for those that are selling well or return a large profit. Thus, in this example,
database technology is a very powerful tool for monitoring the flow of articles through
the supermarket. Information can be extracted that support decisions for improvements
when it comes to routines or choice of products.

Common for most of the above exemplified business and administrative applications is
the relatively simple and uniform data with fixed length data fields in the database.
However, in engineering applications, the data is more complex and requires more
advanced operations to be performed on the data in the database. The intention with this
chapter is to give an introduction to database technology, to sort out some conceptions
and look at the terminology in this field. The relational data model, suitable for business
and administrative applications is discussed and compared with the object-oriented (OO)
data model, which is more suitable for engineering applications. Finally, the research
prototype database AMOS is described which falls in the category of object-relational
database management systems.

The chapter is mainly based on Cattell [15] and Orsborn [1] where database technology
is more thoroughly discussed from an engineering point of view and extensive reference
lists of database literature are provided. Orsborn's work is similar to the work in this
thesis but focuses on the use of database technology in finite element analysis. This thesis
utilises database technology in multibody system analysis and a major difference
compared to Orsborn's work is the introduction of symbolic equations and symbolic
manipulations in the database.
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The related appended paper to this chapter is paper C, which gives an introduction to
database technology and further describes an early implementation of the MECHAMOS
system.

3.1 Databases and database management systems

A database is just a collection of related data and can be as simple as an ordinary text file
containing names and phone numbers. It is obvious that some sort of software is required
to access the data in the text file. A database system (DBS) is a more complete software
system for handling the data. The objective of a DBS is to provide users and developers
with generic software tools that support definition and manipulation of data in an
efficient, uniform, flexible and secure manner. A DBS is illustrated in Figure 3 and it
consists of the following parts:

• A database where the actual data and the database schema is stored. The
information model, also referred to as the database schema, is a description of
how the data is stored in the database. This description defines data types,
relationships etc. and is expressed in terms of the data model supported by the
database management system.

• A database management system (DBMS). The DBMS is an intermediate software
between users and the data in the database. It consists of one layer with data
managing tools for accessing the database and one layer defining a database
language. The language provides a generic interface between the database and the
users or software applications. This language is often referred to as a query
language. A powerful query language should include constructors for database
definition (i.e. the information model), data updating, and querying data in the
database.

• Software applications and interfaces interacting with the DBMS. Access and
manipulation of the database are done through the query language. It can either be
done directly by posing queries to the DBMS or indirectly through an application
program, which interact with the database through the query language. In the
second situation the user, maybe unaware, invokes predefined queries by choosing
in menus, browsers or pressing buttons in the software application.

A DBS is an efficient mean to organise and share data in a multiple user environment.
This put requirements on the DBMS to provide control functions on the data handling.
For instance, the latest trend is to make data available and accessible via the Internet and
even banks let their customers access and manipulate the databases this way. The
customers cannot only monitor account balances but also order stocks and transfer
money between accounts. Some important general DBMS facilities to provide the
control functions and to obtain an efficient, powerful and secure DBS for multiple users
are:

• authorisation control which is responsible for the users accessibility of the
database. It can for instance restrict access privilege for a user, or a certain group
of users, to a specific part of the database. The access may also be restricted to a
subset of database operations.
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• data integrity control which is responsible for keeping the data within constrained
limits.

• concurrency control which is responsible for preserving data consistency in a
multi-user environment where several users might simultaneously access the same
data objects.

• backup and recovery which are responsible for keeping the data safe against failure
by making persistent backups and keeping a log of database operations.

Figure 3  A database system consists of a database for persistent storage of data and the infor-
mation model, a database management system (DBMS) for managing the database, and an in-
terface or application software accessing the database language. Illustration from Orsborn [1].

Data models

The data model provides the DBMS with data types and data operators. There are
basically four different types of DBMSs if they are categorised by the underlying data
model. The first two to appear were the hierarchical and network data models. They are
based on record types connected in a hierarchical tree structure and a network structure
respectively. Manipulation is accomplished by, in the host language, navigating the tree
or network structures.

Next to appear were the relational data model. This data model is the most widely used
and has become very important, especially in business and administrative applications as
exemplified above. These applications are characterised by large amounts of data with a
relatively uniform and simple structure and the operations on the data are usually small
and simple. The reason for its success is probably the high-level query language available
for data definition, retrieval, and update. SQL (the name stands for structured query
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language) is an example of a general query language and it has become a standard
database language for relational database systems. The single data structure in the
relational data model is the relation. Data is related in tables where the columns of the
table represent attributes and the rows represent tuples.

Engineering applications (and their models) usually require more complex data structures
and therefore demand specialised data types beyond the basic types supported in the
relational data model (i.e. character strings, integers and floats). In mechanical
engineering typically vectors, matrices, coordinate systems etc. are important basic data
types. Furthermore derived data is important in the engineering field and the analysis
methods are usually of a complex nature including solving different types of non-linear
equations. These calculations require advanced mathematical operations to be supported
by the data model. The object-oriented data model has a richer data structure compared
to the relational model and enables user-defined data types and operations in terms of
object types and methods operating on these object types. Some of the object-oriented
concepts are:

• Objects. The objects are used to model physical or abstract entities that possess
certain characteristics and the object type structure should reflect the physical
system that is modelled as much as possible.

• Object types and inheritance. The named object types (also referred to as classes)
are used to group objects with similar characteristics. These object types are
related in a type hierarchy of subtypes and supertypes. Subtypes inherit defined
properties from their supertypes (if multiple supertypes are supported). The object
type hierarchy and behaviour (i.e. methods) are important mechanisms for
structuring the data. This hierarchy adds knowledge to the database about the
characteristics of the system being modelled and the inheritance reduces the coding
efforts required to build the software application.

• Object identity and attributes. The object identity (OID) is a unique object
identifier, usually a number, that is automatically generated by the DBMS when an
object is created. Properties of the objects are modelled as named attributes and
are for example integers, reals, strings, arrays and references to other objects
through their OIDs.

• Methods and encapsulation. In addition to attributes, methods can be defined on
the different object types. A method is a named procedure or operator that defines
some sort of computational algorithm involving attributes and other methods.
Where and how the information is stored in the object structure is implemented in
the methods and this hiding of the internal data structure is called encapsulation.

• Overloading. The ability to define different methods with the same name but on
different object types is called overloading. This permits operators to have different
implementations for different object types. The DBS decides which one of the
method implementations that should be invoked by the data type of the arguments.

Object database technology has evolved from two different fields. The object-oriented
database technology originated from the field of object-oriented programming languages
where the need for database facilities evolved. Early products within this category had
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limited querying capabilities and also lacked other general DBMS facilities. The object-
relational database technology evolved from the field of relational database technology
where the relational model was extended with object-oriented concepts to be able to
handle user-defined and more complex data types. This provides the object-relational
database with an extensive SQL-like query language as well as other important DBMS
facilities.

Query language and data independence

The query language is the interface between the users or programmers and the database.
It is thus important that this query language supports data definition, data retrieval and
data update. There are two important features of a query language, it provides English
like syntax and it provides data independence. The syntax simplifies database access
since end users and programmers have minimal new language to assimilate. This lan-
guage can also be domain-intuitive if the domain-specific concepts are named intuitively.

A relational complete query language must provide three basic operations [16]: selection,
projection and join. In the relational data model selection produces a subset of the rows
of a table, projection produces a subset of the columns of a table and join matches
attributes from two different tables that have related values. In the OO data model
relational complete corresponds to objects, object types and attributes.

Data independence is provided since high-level statements are automatically compiled
into low-level statements by the DBMS. Hereby, the user specifies what data are desired
and the DBMS determines how to get the data. This is called logical data independence
and the information model can be changed without having to change the application pro-
grams that access the data in the database. On a lower level, physical data independence
means that physically stored formats of records, indexes etc. can be changed without
having to change the information model. Data independence is important since stored
data is likely to change over time. If data independence is not provided, a small change in
the information model would most likely require significant changes in the application
programs.

3.2 The AMOS object-relational DBMS

AMOS (Active Mediators Object System) is a research prototype DBMS that falls in the
category of object-relational DBMSs [1,2,18]. AMOS is a main-memory DBMS
implying that the entire database resides in primary memory. This is especially important
for computational intensive applications where performance is critical and disk access
would be to time-consuming. Furthermore, AMOS provides a relational complete query
language (AMOSQL) that is extensible and object-oriented with a declarative query
interface for defining, populating and manipulating the database. Thus, searching and
retrieving information from the database is done through the AMOSQL query language.
This language has a similar syntax as SQL, which has become a standard language for
relational DBMSs. A typical AMOSQL query consists of three parts:

SELECT < define the data to be retrieved >
FROM < define what object types to be involved in the retrieval >
WHERE < conditions selecting the data that fulfil the constraints >
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Examples of AMOSQL queries are found in chapter 4 where MBS analysis is performed
through the query language in the MECHAMOS system.

To illustrate how an information model is defined through the AMOSQL language the
general domain concepts that are defined in MECHAMOS are taken as an example. The
information model for these concepts is illustrated in Figure 4, which is showing data
types, inheritance and attributes. The general domain concepts are a set of basic data
types for mathematical manipulation of numeric data and symbolic expressions. One very
important data type in MBS analysis is the vector data type and the
euclidean_vector  object type in the information model represents this data type. To
create an object type (i.e. class) in AMOS the create type  statement is used and the
euclidean_vector  is defined with

CREATE TYPE geometric_object;

CREATE TYPE euclidean_vector SUBTYPE OF geometric_object;

Other general domain data types in MECHAMOS are as shown in Figure 4, dyads,
reference frames, scalars and numeric sequences. The reference frames belong to a
specific model and as vectors and dyads are expressed in these reference frames, they
also belong to the same model. It is thus, not possible to add two vectors defined for two
different models (i.e. expressed in different sets of reference frames). Numeric sequences
are used to represent scalars and vectors that are evaluated for different simulation
results. They consist of one numeric value for each time step of the integration. For more
detailed information on these data types, examples of instantiated objects are illustrated
in Appendix B of paper C.

To represent attributes and methods in AMOS, it is possible to define functions as
stored, derived, procedure or foreign through the AMOSQL. A stored function has its
extension explicitly stored in the database (attribute), whereas a derived function has its
extension defined in an AMOSQL query and a database procedure in an AMOSQL
procedure (method). The extensible capability of AMOSQL is an important functionality
to achieve a flexible DBS and to enable modelling of complex data and computational
methods in the DBS. Due to the extensibility, foreign functions can be defined in an
external programming language like C or LISP (or languages callable from these) and
these foreign functions are then available in AMOSQL as any other AMOSQL function.

The above vector data type consists of the three vector components and the reference
frame in which the three components represent the vector. The components are either
symbolic expressions or numeric values and are stored as a three dimensional vector.
This is modelled by the two stored functions representation  and frame  on the
euclidean_vector  type and they are defined with

CREATE FUNCTION representation(euclidean_vector)
-> VECTOR AS STORED;

CREATE FUNCTION frame(geometric_object)
-> reference_frame AS STORED;

The stored function frame  is a reference (contains an OID) to an object of type
reference_frame  and this object includes a full definition of the reference frame.
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Figure 4  The information model for the scalar, vector, dyad, reference frame and sequence
concepts as defined in MECHAMOS. Rectangles indicate object types, diamonds indicate
reference attributes, ellipses indicate attributes and arrows indicate inheritance. Dashed
rectangles indicate subtypes not yet implemented in MECHAMOS.

Derived functions in AMOS are exemplified by differentiation of a vector with respect to
time and relative to the inertial reference frame. The function diffvec  is defined on the
euclidean_vector  type and returns a new object with the derived vector. The
function is created with

CREATE FUNCTION diffvec(euclidean_vector ev)->
euclidean_vector
AS SELECT constr_evec(model(ev),
l_diffvec(model(ev), evec_str(ev), name(irf(ev))));

This function consists of function calls to other defined functions. constr_evec  is a
database procedure that creates a new object of the type euclidean_vector  and
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instantiates its stored functions with the function update statements set , add  and
remove . The derived functions evec_str , model , and irf  are defined on the
euclidean_vector  type where model  retrieves the OID to the model which the
vector belongs to and irf  retrieves the OID to inertial frame of that model. The stored
function name is defined on the reference_frame  type, se Figure 4, and thus,
name(irf(ev))  retrieves the name of the inertial frame in which the vector is to be
differentiated. Finally, l_diffvec  is a foreign function defined in LISP that performs
the differentiation of the vector. The required data for the differentiation are retrieved by
the above described AMOSQL functions and passed as arguments to l_diffvec  and
further to MapleV and the SOPHIA system where the actual computation takes place.
evec_str  is here a special functions that puts the vector on a format suitable for the
SOPHIA system.

There are different types of vectors in MBS analysis and this knowledge is modelled by
defining additional object types as subtypes to the euclidean_vector  type, see
Figure 4. In AMOSQL, this is done with

CREATE TYPE position_vector SUBTYPE OF euclidean_vector;

CREATE TYPE velocity_vector SUBTYPE OF euclidean_vector;

CREATE TYPE acceleration_vector SUBTYPE OF
euclidean_vector;

These object types inherit the stored and derived functions defined on their supertypes
(even multiple supertypes is supported in AMOS). However there is a difference
between the above vector types when they are differentiated. The position vector
differentiated yields a velocity vector and further differentiation of this vector yields the
acceleration. This knowledge is modelled as an overrided function for the differentiation.
Overriding is the same as overloaded except that overriding redefines an inherited
function rather than creating a new function with the same name but on another object
type. Thus, changing the definition of the function diffvec  for the
position_vector  type to return a velocity_vector  type is done with

CREATE FUNCTION diffvec(position_vector pv)->
euclidean_vector AS SELECT
constr_velvec(model_oid(pv), l_diffvec(model_oid(pv),
evec_str(pv), name(irf_oid(pv))));

where the only difference is that constr_velvec  is used instead of constr_evec .

AMOSQL functions can not only be overloaded on one argument type but on all the
argument types of the function, i.e. functions defined for different combinations of
argument types can share the same name. This functionality in AMOS facilitates the
implementation and the use of arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) on different data types.
Three of the data types defined in MECHAMOS are the scalar data type, dyadic data
type (3×3 matrix defined in a reference frame), and the above described vector data type,
see Figure 4. These data types are defined for both symbolic expressions and numeric
data. A multiplication operator is then defined on each of the data types and also on a
combination of the data types. Different argument-type combinations require different
implementations and yield different data types as results. For instance, multiplying two
vectors is defined as the scalar product of the vectors and multiplying a vector with a
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scalar is implemented as a scalar magnification of the vector. Table 1 presents the
argument-type combinations for each arithmetic function (plus , minus , times , div )
that are defined in MECHAMOS and their corresponding data type result.

The infix operators +, -, * and / are defined in AMOSQL as the functions plus , minus ,
times  and div . Hence, by overloading these functions on user defined data types, as
done in MECHAMOS, the infix operators are automatically available on the new data
types. Which implementation of the function that is invoked in a function call is
determined by the types of its arguments.

Table 1 also shows examples of the overloaded aggregation operator sum. These
functions take a bag of vectors or scalars and sum all the objects in the bag. A bag is a
very important AMOS type representing a collection of objects where the order of the
objects in the bag is not preserved. The results of AMOSQL queries are usually a bag of
objects, which fulfil the constraints of the query.

Operation Function
name

Infix
operator

Resulting
type

s1 + s2 = s3 plus (s1,s2); s1 + s2; scalar
v1 + v2 = v3 plus (v1,v2); v1 + v2; vector
s1 - s2 = s3 minus(s1,s2); s1 - s2; scalar
v1 - v2 = v3 minus(v1,v2); v1 - v2; vector
s1 · s2 = s3 times(s1,s2); s1 * s2; scalar
s1 · v2 = v3 times(s1,v2); s1 * v2; vector
v1 · s2 = v3 times(v1,s2); v1 * s2; vector
v1 · v2 = s3 times(v1,v2); v1 * v2; scalar
v1 · d2 = v3 times(v1,d2); v1 * d2; vector
d1 · v2 = v3 times(d1,v2); d1 * v2; vector
s1 / s2 = s3 div  (s1,s2); s1 / s2; scalar
v1 / s2 = v3 div  (v1,s2); s1 / s2; vector
v1 × v2 = v3

cross(v1,v2); ---- vector
Σsi

sum(bag of s); ---- scalar
Σvi

sum(bag of v); ---- vector

Table 1  Overloaded arithmetic operations defined in MECHAMOS. The AMOS functions
(plus , minus , times , div ) are overloaded on the MECHAMOS data types scalars (s), vectors
(v), and dyads (d). Hereby infix operators (+, - , * , / ) can be used on these MECHAMOS data
types.

Rules and multi-directional functions

Some further features supported by AMOS are a rule handling system and the ability to
define multi-directional functions. The rule system consists of a condition part for
monitoring changes in the database and an action part for executing operations trigged
by certain events in the DBS. The available rule system classifies AMOS as an active
DBMS that automatically can react on database events or external events. In contrast, a
passive DBMS requires that the user trigs all the actions.
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Multi-directional functions are functions that can be applied for different binding
patterns. A binding pattern defines which of the arguments and the results that are bound
(known), and which that are unbound, in a function invocation. As an example, consider
the AMOSQL function sqrt(x)  which takes the square root of x. The two AMOSQL
queries

AMOS 1> SELECT x FROM NUMBER x WHERE sqrt(4)=x;
-2.0
2.0

AMOS 2> SELECT x FROM NUMBER x WHERE sqrt(x)=4;
16

take the square or the square root depending on which of the function argument or the
function result that is bound. Note that the first select statement is equivalent to the
function call sqrt(4); . For stored, derived, and procedural functions, this multi-
directional capability is automatically supported where applicable. In the case of foreign
functions, the user must explicitly define the applicable variants of the multi-directional
function.

3.3 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter database technology has been discussed in a general manner. The different
parts of a database system have been described briefly and the two most common data
models were described and compared.

The relational data model has become very successful in business and administrative
applications where the data is fairly simple and uniform. This has improved the ability to
search and handle large data quantities in these software applications. The reason for its
success is probably the well-developed query language (usually SQL) that provides the
database system with a high-level general interface between the users and the database.

The OO data model offers a richer modelling capability compared to the relational
model. This makes the OO model more suitable for modelling mechanical systems where
the data is more complex. In the OO model, data is modelled as object attributes, object
relations, object type structure, and methods whereas in the relational model, the data
storage is restricted to attributes in different tables.

Conclusions from this chapter are the requirements on a DBMS to support an OO data
model and provide a general query language that defines, populates, manipulates and
searches the database. The extensibility of such a query language is also very important
since complex data and advanced operations then can be defined in a suitable foreign
programming language. These requirements are met by AMOS and it is seen in this
chapter that overloaded functions, also supported by AMOS, are a very powerful
concept in defining arithmetic operators for different symbolic and numeric data types.
Furthermore, the extensibility of the query language is also seen to be important as
symbolic manipulation is not supported by the DBMS but can be defined in a foreign
language capable of symbolic manipulation.
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4. The MECHAMOS Implementation

The concept of building software on top of standard database technology has success-
fully been used in business and administrative applications. However, in engineering
applications this concept is not yet common practice among the software developers. As
pointed out in chapter 2.4, the data management and ability to search for MBS-data are
very limited in traditional MBS software. In an attempt to improve this, an MBS
software, called MECHAMOS, that combines database technology and a traditional
MBS software has been developed. This approach provides the MBS software with data
management tools and the ability to search over the MBS-data. The idea is to store the
MBS-model in the database as a minimal set of MBS base data on a neutral format.
From this base data, other MBS-data is derived within the DBMS. Hereby it is possible
to search both over the stored MBS-models and over the derived MBS-data and
simulations results.

The purpose of this preliminary implementation of MECHAMOS is not to develop a
competitive ready-to-use MBS software. The objective is rather to show how MBS
analysis can be implemented in a database environment and to give an understanding of
how modern database technology can improve the ability to search for MBS-data and
hereby facilitate the MBS analysis and access of MBS-data.

This chapter continues with a description of the implementation architecture and how the
MBS-data is stored in the database. Some examples are given on how MBS analysis can
be performed through the available query language.

Related appended papers to this chapter and the MECHAMOS system are:

• paper C where an early version of MECHAMOS is presented. The required base
data to enable MBS analysis is discussed and in the provided MBS example it is
shown how MECHAMOS supports holonomic and nonholonomic constraints.

• paper D which studies the CPU time to derive the equations of motion on different
forms and further numerically evaluate these equations. The result of this study is
implemented in the strategy of deriving the equations of motion in MECHAMOS.

• paper E which shows how the query language can be used in MBS analysis. The
full chain of operations required to derive different MBS-data is thoroughly
discussed. Based on this, a simple materialisation handling is implemented in
MECHAMOS that enables analyses involving several different simulations and
even several MBS-models.

• paper F where constraint force analysis based on Kane’s method is presented and
implemented in MECHAMOS. The provided MBS example shows how MBS-data
is compared and combined for several MBS-models in the database.

4.1 The MECHAMOS architecture and data communication

The approach to perform advanced non-linear MBS analysis within a DBMS put
requirements on the DBMS to a) provide data types for representation of the MBS-
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model, and b) be able to perform advanced mathematical operations. The mathematical
operations are typically to derive ordinary differential equations (ODEs) on symbolic
form that describes the motion of the mechanical system and then be able to solve these
equations using numerical methods. Thus, both numeric and symbolic manipulations are
required by the DBMS.

To meet these requirements, the object-relational DBMS AMOS, described in the
previous chapter, is used as the base software. The AMOS DBMS provides an object-
oriented data model with object-oriented concepts to describe the MBS-data and MBS-
models. The extensibility of AMOS also enables mathematical operators to be defined in
a foreign language. In MECHAMOS the mathematical capabilities of AMOS is extended
with the full Maple functionality for symbolic manipulations and full Matlab functionality
for numeric evaluation. Consequently, the SOPHIA MBS functions are also available in
the symbolic domain through Maple. With this architecture, illustrated in Figure 5,
functions for advanced symbolic and numeric mathematical operations are integrated in
the AMOSQL query language.

Figure 5  The architecture of the MECHAMOS system. The AMOS DBMS is extended with
MATLAB for numeric computations and MAPLE for symbolic manipulations. The files
(indicated by a top right triangle) contain temporarily stored derived data used in the
materialisation handling.
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The hart of the MECHAMOS system is, as seen in Figure 5, the MECHAMOS DBMS
which is a 45 KB C-file that links together AMOS, Matlab and Maple. Executing this file
first launches Matlab and Maple. The Maple workspace is then initiated with the
SOPHIA system and finally, MECHAMOS enters the AMOS top loop. Hereby, the user
interface is a standard AMOS text window where interactive AMOSQL queries are
made.

All the foreign functions are also defined in the C-file as C-functions. These functions are
represented by the close coupling4 in Figure 5 which is a direct data flow between two
processes. Data is passed from AMOSQL via LISP to these C-functions which further
passes the data to Maple or Matlab for the mathematical manipulation. Matlab is actually
accessed through the Matlab Engine which is a C interface to Matlab and is supplied with
standard Matlab. Standard Maple cannot be accessed from C and requires another
software called MathEdge2 [20]. This software is basically the Maple Kernel, i.e. Maple
without the graphical interface.

4.2 Base data and derived data

The information model of MECHAMOS is defined by making AMOSQL statements in
the MECHAMOS DBMS (approximately a 90 KB text file). This information model is a
description of the general domain concepts, described in the previous chapter, and the
MBS domain concepts. These concepts are suitable for description and analysis of
multibody systems in the SOPHIA system. The base data defined for the MBS domain,
from which all the other MBS-data are derived, can be divided into data for the
mechanical system and data for each component in the system. Symbolic base data on the
system level is listed in the top of Table 2 and are typically definitions of coordinates,
reference frames etc. These attributes and references are defined in an object type called
model  and the data is stored in terms of the general domain concepts presented in
Figure 4 (e.g. euclidean_vector , reference_frame ). Symbolic base data on
component level are essentially the data required, for each body, to fully determine
Kane’s equations (9) (i.e. derive the system applied force vector, system momentum
vector and the tangent vectors). This base data is listed in the bottom of Table 2 and the
attributes and references are defined in an object type called body .

These two MBS domain concepts (model  and body ) and their attributes are illustrated
schematically in Figure 6. From the base data defined in the information model, it is
possible to derive symbolic expressions of velocities, momentum, energies etc. for the
different bodies. This is accomplished by utilising the vector algebra and vector calculus
functions that are defined for the general domain concepts and described in the previous
chapter, see for instance Table 1. Some examples of derived functions and their
definition on the object type body  in the MBS domain are:

CREATE FUNCTION velvec (body b) -> euclidean_vector AS
SELECT diffvec(posvec(b));

CREATE FUNCTION angvelvec (body b) -> euclidean_vector AS
SELECT angvelvec(frame(b));

                                               
4 There are also loose couplings which is a file based data transfer between two processes. This is slower
than the close coupling since it involves disc access.
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CREATE FUNCTION linmom (body b) -> euclidean_vector AS
SELECT mass(b) * velvec(b);

CREATE FUNCTION angmom (body b) -> euclidean_vector AS
SELECT idyad(b) * angvelvec(b);

where the velvec  function takes the position vector in the stored function posvec  and
differentiates it using derived functions for the general domain concepts. These examples
show that the functions are fairly simple to implement and that they are declarative (i.e.
the user specifies what data are desired and the DBMS determines how to get the data).
The two momentum functions also illustrate the use of the overloaded infix operator ∗
according to Table 1 in the previous chapter. Different user defined data types are
involved in the multiplication where both a scalar (mass) and a dyad (idyad ) are
multiplied with a vector (velvec  and angvelvec ).

Item Description
qj Number of generalised coordinates
uj Number of independent generalised speeds

( )� ,q f u qj = Kinematic differential equations
[from,to,axis,angle] Definitions of reference frames

g Gravity vector
mA Mass of the body
r<A Position vector of the centre of mass
Fa

<A Applied force vectors
JA Moments of inertia dyad in the centre of mass
fA Name of body-fixed reference frame

Ma
<A Applied moment vectors around the centre of mass

Table 2  System and component level base data (above and below the line) in MECHAMOS
defined as stored functions on the model  and body  object types.

Figure 6  A schematic view of the information model for the MBS domain concepts as defined
in MECHAMOS. Clouds indicate attributes and reference attributes defined on the object type.
Other symbols are explained in Figure 4. Data defined on the system level is stored in the
model  object and data on component level is stored in the individual body  objects. The bodies
belong to a model  and arbitrary points can be defined in the bodies. Numeric data is stored in
the numeric  objects and they also belong to a model .
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Using various functions defined on the body  and the model  object types, the equations
of motion are derived by a sequence of SOPHIA statements (described in chapter 2.4
and exemplified in Appendix 2). The required information (e.g. velocities, forces, and
inertia) is selected from the database by making queries over the different bodies in the
MBS-model. All this is defined in the function eom (and functions called by eom) which
returns a mex-file containing the equations of motion on a suitable form for evaluation in
Matlab.

CREATE FUNCTION eom (model m) -> CHARSTRING AS ......

Numeric MBS-data

To solve these equations of motion (i.e. non-linear ordinary differential equations),
additional numeric information is required. This additional information is listed in Table 3
and includes typically integrator settings, parameter and initial values. The data is stored
in the numeric  object type that is a part of the MBS domain concepts illustrated in
Figure 6. Each of the instantiated numeric  objects represents a set of parameter and
initial values defined for the MBS-model. On the numeric  object type the ode23
function is defined which feeds a MATLAB integrator (i.e. ode23 [21]) with the
necessary information to perform a simulation.

CREATE FUNCTION ode23 (numeric n) -> CHARSTRING AS ......

The result of this function is a sequence of numeric values for each of the coordinates
and their first time derivatives. In these sequences, there is one value for each time step
of the integration and the result is stored on a Matlab file.

Item Description Default
t0 Start time of the integration 0
t1 Stop time of the integration 5
rel Relative tolerance 10-3

abs Absolute tolerance 10-6

refine Increases the number of integration output points 1
initial Initial values of the coordinates and independent speeds 0
parameter Numeric values of the parameter 1

Table 3  Numeric base data for numeric analysis in MECHAMOS defined as stored functions
on the numeric  object type.

An important feature in MBS analysis is to evaluate arbitrary symbolic expressions (so
below) with a specific simulation result (n below) from the above ode23  function. The
created numeric sequence will then represent the time history of the expression for this
specific simulation. In MECHAMOS this is done with the numseq function:

CREATE FUNCTION numseq (scalar_object so, numeric n) ->
scalar_sequence AS ......

The result of this function is stored in an object type scalar_sequence  which is a part
of the general domain concepts illustrated in Figure 4. Symbolic expressions of
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velocities, accelerations etc. of other parts of a body than the centre of mass is
determined with the body_poi  object, see Figure 6. This object defines the point of
interest in a body as a vector from its centre of mass to the point. Derived functions are
defined on the object type to derive the symbolic expressions for velocities, accelerations
etc. This provides the user with assistance in formulating symbolic expressions for
numeric evaluation and further numeric analysis in MECHAMOS.

Materialisation

Deriving a numeric result from the MBS-model definition requires a chain of operations
that is illustrated in Figure 1. This chain includes deriving the equations of motion (the
eom function), numeric integration of the equations (the ode23  function) and numeric
evaluation of some symbolic expression in terms of the simulation result (the numseq
function). In an MBS software like MECHAMOS where MBS-data is retrieved by
making high-level AMOSQL queries on the MBS-model, the results should not
dependent on previous queries, computations and definitions. To avoid this, the entire
chain of operations must be performed for each query in the analysis. This implies that in
computational intense applications, like MBS analysis, reuse of previously computed
data is very important to achieve performance.

To meet these requirements, a simple materialisation handling has been implemented in
MECHAMOS that monitors the most frequent and the most computational intense
operations. Frequent operations are typically coordinate and frame definitions whereas
computational intense operations are to derive the equations of motion and to solve these
equations numerically. In general, materialisation is a DBMS concept that keeps track of
previous posed queries and their result. If the same query is posed again, the previous
result is returned rather than derived again. This requires that the materialisation also can
monitor changes in the base data that influence the result of the query. This base data
monitoring functionality of the materialisation concept is not implemented in
MECHAMOS.

The materialisation handling opens the possibility to pose queries in MECHAMOS that
compare and combine MBS-data from several numeric parameter sets (i.e. different
simulation results) and even from several MBS-models. Queries over different parameter
sets represent the ability to perform traditional parameter studies of a design. On the
other hand, queries over different models represent the ability to compare an overall
functional behaviour of a design where the different models represents different technical
solutions to obtain the required functionality. Queries over several models can also repre-
sent a comparison of different modelling techniques where the different models represent
the same physical system or phenomena. Regardless of the analyses, the support for data
management in MECHAMOS together with the materialisation handling considerably
improves and facilitates the MBS analysis. These issues of materialisation and AMOSQL
queries over several numerical sets are further discussed in the appended paper E.

Constraint force analysis in MECHAMOS

The present version of MECHAMOS utilises Kane's method to derive the equations of
motion through the SOPHIA system. In this method constraint forces do not even have
to be defined to obtain a minimal set of constraint reaction-free equations. However, the
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ability to determine the constraint forces is very important in MBS analysis and in Kane's
method this is done after the motion has been determined. Instead of projecting the
Newton-Euler equations (7) onto the tangent space as done in Equation (9), they are
projected onto the complementary space according to Equation (14). This method is
discussed in paper F where it is found that by a proper choice of the complementary
base vectors, the equations that determine the constraint forces are uncoupled in the
constraint forces (i.e. each additional equation only contains one unknown constraint
force).

The base data required for this analysis is listed in Table 4. The constraint force vectors
are defined and a fictitious coordinate is introduced in the direction of each defined
constraint force. These additional degrees of freedom require the definition of an
additional position vector from which the complementary base vectors are derived. From
these base data it is thus possible to derive the system constraint force vector and the
complementary base vectors and hereby symbolic expressions and numeric sequences of
the constraint forces can be derived with Equation (14).

The advantage with this approach is the simplicity in formulating the required equations
to determine a requested constraint force. In the database it is enough to keep track of
which fictitious coordinate that corresponds to the constraint force. Then the
corresponding complementary base vector is formulated and the single equation that
determines the constraint force is derived.

Item Description
Ni Name of the generalised constraint forces
qfi Name of the associated fictitious generalised coordinates

[from,to,axis,angle] Definition of associated fictitious reference frames
r f

<A Additional position vectors due to fictitious displacements
Fc

<A Constraint force vectors
M c

<A Constraint moment vectors around the centre of mass

Table 4  Additional base data on system and component level (above and below the line) to
enable constraint force analysis in MECHAMOS. These items are defined as stored functions
on the model  and body  object types.

Holonomic and nonholonomic constrains in MECHAMOS

To enable MBS analysis of a wider class of problems in MECHAMOS, additional
constraints imposed on the mechanism must also be stored as base data. From the
discussion in chapter 2.3, holonomic (geometric) and nonholonomic (velocity)
constraints are treated similarly by expressing the dependent generalised speed as
functions of the independent generalised speeds, Equations (24) and (25). These
constraints must be substituted into the velocity expressions to obtain correct tangent
and complementary space base vectors (β j

<  and γ i
<  respectively).

Table 5 lists the base data required in MECHAMOS to handle these additional
constraints. Expressions of the dependent generalised speeds, as expressed in Equations
(24) and (25), are stored in the database for deriving proper tangent vectors. To obtain a
proper set of complementary base vectors, additional constraint expressions that include
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the fictitious coordinates and velocities are also stored. Finally time dependent
constraints are stored to allow coordinates and parameters to be expressed as known
functions of time and hereby obtain correct differentiated expressions.

Item Description
( )α = f t Time dependent functions and parameters

( )u f u qholo indep= , Generalised speeds subjected to holonomic constraints

( )u f u qnonholo indep= , Generalised speeds subjected to nonholonomic
constraints

( )u f u q q qholo indep f f= , , � , Generalised speeds subjected to holonomic constraints
including fictitious coordinates for constraint force analysis

( )u f u q q qnonholo indep f f= , , � , Generalised speeds subjected to nonholonomic
constraints including fictitious coordinates for constraint
force analysis

Table 5  System level base data in MECHAMOS for additional constraints on the mechanical
system. These items are defined as stored functions on the model  object type.

4.3 Using the AMOSQL query language in MBS analysis

In this section, the above description of MECHAMOS is illustrated with some examples
of how MBS analysis is performed through the AMOSQL query language. There are
some features in a DBMS based MBS software, such as MECHAMOS, that are not
always available in a traditional MBS software. The objective with the following
AMOSQL examples is to illustrate some of these features, namely:

• a higher level of the MBS analysis with a declarative nature of the query language.
The user specifies what data to be retrieved and MECHAMOS knows how to
derive that data.

• combination of symbolic and numeric data. MBS-data is hereby reused through
the analysis phases.

• combination of numeric data from several simulation results. This high-level
parameter studies are practically impossible without the implemented
materialisation handling.

• combination, searching and comparison of MBS-data from several MBS-models.

Another purpose with the examples is to show that MECHAMOS can handle certain
classes of problems in a general manner. The crank-roller example in paper C illustrates
how holonomic and nonholonomic constraints are treated in MECHAMOS whereas time
dependent constraints are illustrated by the sliding pendulum example in paper E and
constraint force analysis are illustrated by the friction pendulum example in paper F.
These three models are illustrated in Figure 7 where the sliding and friction pendulum
models only differ in the existence of friction between the slider and the ground. A more
detailed discussion on the MBS-model base data for these examples are given in the
corresponding appended papers. The input text-files that populate the MECHAMOS
database with the MBS-model base data are also appended in each of the three papers.
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Figure 7  Three simple examples representing different classes of problems: a) the crank-roller
and b) the sliding pendulum and friction pendulum. The bodies are named A, B and C after
their body fixed reference frames. In the friction pendulum model, there is assumed to be a
frictional force between the slider and the "ground surface".

For the below AMOSQL examples, it is assumed that MECHAMOS is launched and that
MBS-models for at least the above three examples are available in the database.
Furthermore, there are no pre-computations, initiations, or definitions required for any of
the below examples. All the necessary computations are performed within each query.
The first example retrieves the symbolic vector of the angular velocity for body B (with
the body fixed reference frame b1b2b3) in the crank-roller model. This is formulated in
the high-level query language AMOSQL as:

MA1> SELECT angvelvec(b)
FROM   body b
WHERE  name(b) = "B"
  AND  name(model(b)) = "Crank-Roller";

OID[0x0:2474]

MA2>

The declarative nature of the query language is reviled since the query only specifies
what data to be retrieved and MECHAMOS knows how to retrieve the data. The result
is an object (with reference OID[0x0:2474] ) of the type euclidean_vector
containing the angular velocity vector and the reference frame in which it is expressed,

MA2> representation(OID[0x0:2474]);

{"0,0,-L1*u1*cos(q1)/(L2*cos(q2)}

MA3> name(frame(OID[0x0:2474]));

"fB"

MA4>

The above query is entirely operating in the symbolic domain and is an example of Phase
4a of Figure 1. To create a graphical representation of the angular velocity in terms of a
plot (Phase 4c), requires that both symbolic and numeric data are combined. In the next
example, the data to be combined are the symbolic expression of the third component of
the above vector (Phase 4a) evaluated for some numeric simulation result (Phase 4b).
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The following query retrieves a numeric_sequence  object that numerically represents
the time history of that vector component:

MA4> SELECT numseq(zcomponent(OID[0x0:2474]), n)
FROM   numeric n
WHERE  name(n) = "s20"
  AND  name(model(n)) = "Crank-Roller";

OID[0x0:2478]

MA5>

This analysis requires that the equations of motion are derived (Phase 2) and that these
equations are integrated numerically (Phase 3) for the set of parameter values named
s20 . The numseq function in MECHAMOS does this automatically and then evaluates
the symbolic expression for the simulation result. Assuming that the OID[0x0:2480]  is
a numeric_sequence  of the time steps for the same integration, the graph in Figure 8
is obtained by

MA5> plot(OID[0x0:2480],OID[0x0:2478]);

MA6>

Figure 8 is obtained by the above sequential set of queries. This graph can also be
generated, without relying on intermediate query results, by the single query

MA6> SELECT plot(zcomponent(angvelvec(b)),n);
FROM   body b, numeric n
WHERE  name(b) = "B"
  AND  name(model(b)) = "Crank-Roller"
  AND  name(n) = "s20"
  AND  name(model(n)) = "Crank-Roller";

MA7>
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Figure 8  The angular velocity of body B about the n3-axis in the crank-roller example.
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The plot  function is also an example of an overloaded function. The argument types at
MA5> are two numeric_sequence  objects ready to be plotted. At MA6>, the
arguments are a symbolic_scalar  and a numeric  where the latter defines the
numeric parameter values for the integration and the former is the symbolic expression to
be evaluated with the simulation result.

This angular velocity example clearly shows the improvement of MECHAMOS due to
the simple materialisation handling presented in paper E. The same example is presented
in paper C (section 5.5) where an early version of MECHAMOS required a set of
sequential commands to achieve Figure 8. The MBS analyses in paper C are thus
dependent on the history of manipulations and definitions in the database which is not the
case in the above example (MA6>).

Next example illustrates the ability to combine numeric data from several simulations,
which originate from different sets of parameter values. In the sliding pendulum model
there are 31 different sets of parameter values defined with the oscillation frequency of
the moving wall (ω) varying between 0 and 4 rad/s (note that there are only 29 sets
defined for the same example in paper E). The plot in Figure 9 shows the maximum
amplitude of the pendulum angle (q2) for different ω-values and it is obtained by the two
queries

MA7> SELECT applot_o("omega", max("q2",n), n)
FROM   numeric n
WHERE  name(model(n)) = "Sliding Pendulum";

MA8> SELECT applot_x("omega", max("q2",n), n)
FROM   numeric n
WHERE  name(model(n)) = "Friction Pendulum";

MA9>

When the first query (MA7>) is processed, 31 simulations are performed and the
equations of motion are derived once since the materialisation handling detects that the
derived equations can be reused for all the simulations. The second query above (MA8>)
does the same thing but for the friction pendulum model.

The final example illustrates searching and combining numeric MBS-data from two
different MBS-models which, of course, are in some sense comparable. Figure 9 reveals
that the maximum amplitudes for the model without friction in general exceeds the
amplitudes for the model with friction at the corresponding ω-values. For some ω-values,
however, the reverse is true. Finding these ω-values and the amplitudes for the two
models is done with the query

MA9> SELECT <value("omega",n1), max("q2",n1),
max("q2",n2)>
FROM   numeric n1, numeric n2
WHERE  name(model(n1)) = "Sliding Pendulum"
AND    name(model(n2)) = "Friction Pendulum"
AND    value("omega",n1) = value("omega",n2)
AND    max("q2",n2) > max("q2",n1);

<0.5, 0.112536,  0.140174>
<0.7, 0.191865,  0.495814>
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<0.4, 0.0798118, 0.0912223>
<0.6, 0.150273,  0.239334>

MA10>

When this query is processed the materialisation handling detects that the required
simulation results already exists (from MA7> and MA8>) and are therefore reused instead
of derived again.
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Figure 9  The maximum values of the pendulum angle (q2) versus the forced oscillation
frequency ω for all the numerical sets defined in the MBS-models "Sliding Pendulum " (o)
and "Friction Pendulum " (x ).

All the queries and the derived functions used in these examples are implemented in a
general manner. They can be combined with other functions and applied on any relevant
MBS model defined in the MECHAMOS database. It is only a matter of specifying, in
the SELECT clause, what data to be retrieved and, in the WHERE clause, put relevant
constraints on the selected data.

In traditional MBS software, the analyses performed in the last two examples (MA7> to
MA9>) would most likely require extensive programming efforts. This program usually
administrates the analyses by feeding the integrator with correct parameter values,
storing intermediate results, analysing the data, keeping track of which result is stored
where etc. These programs can be reused, but that requires recoding as the programs
tend to be analysis and model specific rather than general.
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4.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, the MECHAMOS system for MBS analysis has been described. The
architecture with the AMOS DBMS, Matlab, Maple and SOPHIA has been discussed
and the required base data for MBS analysis was presented. MECHAMOS is based on
Kane's method for deriving the equations of motion which yields a minimal set of
constraint reaction free equations in a minimal set of coordinates. This means that
MECHAMOS produces a minimal set of data and, because of the available symbolic and
numeric capabilities, further MBS-data is derived if and when required.

MECHAMOS supports different classes of problems in MBS analysis including
holonomic and nonholonomic constraints, time dependent constraints, and constraint
force analysis. The implemented method for constraint force analysis requires only one
equation to determine a constraint force. This simplifies the data management in the
analysis and, again, MBS-data is derived when required.

The provided query examples show how MBS-data can be retrieved on both symbolic
and numeric form. The analysis is performed through the high-level query language
AMOSQL and the queries are fairly intuitive and of a declarative nature. The latter
means that MECHAMOS automatically derives the equations of motion and/or performs
a simulation if this is required to answer a query. In the last two examples it is also
shown how MECHAMOS can combine and compare numeric data from several
simulation results originating from two different but comparable MBS models.

The conclusion made from this chapter is that the available database technology in
MECHAMOS considerably improves and facilitates the MBS analysis. The ability to
interactively search and retrieve MBS-data, both symbolically and numerically, from
several MBS-models through the general query language moves the analysis to a higher
level and requires no or very little programming efforts5. Another key factor for the
improved MBS analysis functionality is the implemented materialisation handling. This
materialisation handling is crucial to achieve reasonable performance when searching
over several MBS-models as computational intense results (i.e. equations of motion and
simulation results) are reused when appropriate.

                                               
5 If the AMOSQL query is viewed as a small program, there is a small programming effort required,
otherwise there is not.
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5. Summary of Papers

This thesis includes six appended papers, A to F, that are summarised in this chapter.
Paper A discusses the theory of systems and flow approach and paper B presents an
implemented system for submodel techniques based on paper A. Papers C to F all relate
to the MECHAMOS system and present different parts of MECHAMOS as the
implementation has evolved.

Paper A: A Functional Interpretation to Constrained Motion of Systems.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a general structure for functional modelling of
machine elements and mechanical systems. The approach was to relate a systems and
flow approach for technical systems to multibody system analysis and Kane's equations
of motion in particular. With systems approach, it is meant that technical systems are
looked upon as an assembly of elements, characterised by the function of the elements
and the configuration of the assembly. The flow approach means that the flow of energy,
material and information through the boundary of the volume and within the system are
studied and formulated.

Main finding is that the energy equation projects the Newton-Euler equations on to the
tangent space in the same manner as Kane’s method. The equations of motion are
extracted from the energy equation by a partial differentiation with respect to the
generalised speeds. Furthermore, four basic functions are identified and formulated. The
function of any system or element, i.e. both the main and the secondary functions, can be
split up into these basic functions which are: to store something; to transform or convert
something; to transport something; and to support something. In the paper three
examples of different basic functions are formulated as submodels and finally these
submodels are assembled to form a simple flywheel suspended by a spring.

The main contributions of this paper are a) the identification of the equations of motion
from the energy equation and b) the manipulation of the energy equation when
assembling submodels.

Paper B: DYMAP - A Dynamic Modular Assembly Package.

In this paper the modelling principles discussed in paper A are implemented in Maple V
as a package called DYMAP. The idea with DYMAP is to have a library of subsystems
which are modelled in advance. These submodels are then assembled in DYMAP to form
a model of the complete mechanical system. The submodels are stored in the library as
text files where the functional description of the system is represented by the energy
equation on symbolic form and the ports are defined by their velocity and acceleration
vectors.

The kernel of DYMAP is a set of user routines implemented in Maple V to manipulate
the symbolic expressions defining the submodels. Main features are to read and store
submodels in the library and further assembling submodels through pre-defined ports.
When the assembly is satisfactory the equations of motion are extracted explicitly for the
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system. In the provided example, two submodels are defined, a rigid body and a revolute
joint. The submodels are unconstrained prior to an assembly and therefore they have six
and seven degrees of freedom respectively. Based on these two submodels a double
pendulum is assembled. The degrees of freedom of the submodels are then reduced
because of the constraints imposed on the submodels and consequently the equations are
reduced to describe a double pendulum.

The main contribution of this paper is the implementation and evaluation of the DYMAP
system for assembling submodels.

Paper C: A System for Multibody Analysis Based on Object-Relational Database
Technology.

This paper gives a fairly detailed presentation of an early version of MECHAMOS. The
software architecture and defined object types are discussed and examples are given on
how to define types and functions in the available query language AMOSQL. On the
theoretical side, database technology is discussed as well as Kane's equations of motion.
The required base data for MBS analysis is also thoroughly discussed. A crank-roller
mechanism illustrates how the database is defined, populated and manipulated through
the stored and derived functions. The MBS-data is retrieved on symbolic and numeric
form where the latter is based on numeric results from simulations of the symbolic
equations of motion. This version of MECHAMOS supports the analysis of mechanical
systems subjected to additional constraints as holonomic, nonholonomic and time-
dependent constraints.

The main contribution of this paper is the MECHAMOS system which is a research
prototype for MBS analysis where modern database technology is utilised to store and
access data. Hereby MBS-data is retrieved through a general query language.

Paper D: Computational Efficiency of a Four Bar Mechanism in MapleV and
Matlab.

This paper investigates the CPU-time required to derive the equations of motion for a
four-bar mechanism and evaluate these equations numerically. The equations are put into
different forms prior to the numeric evaluation. The equations can either be on implicit or
explicit form, simplified or unsimplified, and on symbolic or numeric form. These
equations are then optimised using the standard Maple function optimize  and exported
to a Matlab mex-file.

Main findings are that the standard Maple simplification command (simplify )
performs well on small expressions but is very time consuming for large expressions.
Further, the optimisation command performs better on the unsimplified expressions and
the numeric evaluation is found to be faster for these unsimplified expressions. This is
only done for a four-bar mechanism with one degree of freedom. However, it can be
expected that similar results will be obtained for other mechanisms as well. The
conclusion from this is that expressions up to the first derivative (e.g. velocities) should
be simplified where as second derivative expressions (e.g. accelerations) should be left
unsimplified.
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The main contributions to the MECHAMOS system from this paper are a) simplification
of symbolic expressions does not always speed up the numeric evaluation of the same
expression and b) finding which steps in the process of deriving the equations of motion
that should be simplified and which should not. These results have been implemented in
the MECHAMOS system to improve the computational performance of the system.

Paper E: Using an Extensible Object-Oriented Query Language in Multibody
Systems Analysis.

This paper focuses on the use of a high-level query language in MBS analysis. With this
perspective, the entire chain of required computations to retrieve various MBS
information is thoroughly discussed.

Main findings in the paper are that the entire chain of computations must be performed
in each query to avoid dependency on previous queries and the existence of certain
results and definitions. In computational intense applications such as MBS analysis it is
inconvenient to perform the same computations several times such as the numeric solving
of the equations of motion. It is thus important that the software support the concept of
materialisation. In this paper a simple materialisation handling has been implemented
covering the most computational intense operations and the most frequent operations.
This enables MECHAMOS to query over several sets of parameter values and/or several
different MBS-models. A simple example illustrates how a single query in MECHAMOS
automatically derives the equations of motion, solves these equations for 29 different sets
of parameter values (29 simulations), and combines these results in a graph. The
conclusion is that the available DBMS provides MECHAMOS with general tools to
automatically perform parameter studies and the ability to search for MBS-data over
several sets of numeric parameter values and over different MBS-models.

The main contributions to the MECHAMOS system from this paper are a) the
incorporation of the entire chain of operations in the derived functions, b) the
implemented simple materialisation handling, and c) illustrating how MBS-data can be
searched, compared and combined with the available database technology.

Paper F: Multibody Systems: Constraint Force Analysis through an Extensible
Query Language.

In this paper Kane's method for determining constraint forces is transformed to Lesser's
geometric interpretation of Kane's equations and the concept of system vectors. The
constraint forces are then determined by projecting the Newton-Euler equations onto the
complementary space rather than onto the tangent space which yields the equations of
motion. This method is then implemented in MECHAMOS to improve the constraint
force analysis compared to the early implementation in paper C. The base data is
reduced from the actual expressions of the constraint force to data defining the
complementary base vectors.

Main findings are that projecting the Newton-Euler equations onto certain directions in
the complementary space yields one unknown constraint force per equation. Thus, the
obtained set of equations is uncoupled in the constraint forces. This facilitates the data
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management in the analysis as only one equation has to be formed to determine a single
constraint force. The constraint force example in this paper is the same as in paper E,
with a friction force added. Hereby, two comparable MBS-models, describing the same
physical system, are available for analyses in MECHAMOS. It is shown in the paper how
MBS-data for these two MBS-models are searched, compared and combined through the
query language.

The main contributions of this paper are a) implementation of a more general data
structure to store constraint force base data in MECHAMOS and b) obtaining equations
that are uncoupled in the constraint forces in the same manner as Kane does but utilising
the concept of geometric interpretations and system vectors from Lesser.
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6. Concluding Remarks

The research work presented in this thesis has combined functional modelling of machine
elements and mechanical systems with multibody system analysis and database
technology. The functional modelling is based on the systems and flow approach where
the system behaviour is modelled by formulating the energy flow through the system. It
is seen in paper A that the energy flow is projecting forces and momentum onto the
directions of motion in the same manner as Kane's equations and the close relation to
modern MBS methods is established.

The introduction of database technology has resulted in the unique implemented
prototype software for MBS analysis named MECHAMOS which merges the AMOS
DBMS and the SOPHIA MBS software. The objective with this implementation has
been to investigate the potential benefits of integrating a database management system
with MBS software in the same manner that has been successfully done for business and
administrative applications.

It is clearly shown in the examples that this approach, making data managing tools
available in the MBS software, considerably improves the analysis of technical systems.
There are two key factors for this improvement, the available DBMS that provides
MECHAMOS with a query language and the implemented materialisation handling. The
query language is a general interface to the data and because of its declarative nature in
combination with the materialisation handling, the analysis is brought to a higher level. In
MECHAMOS, the desired data is specified, fairly intuitively, in a query and the DBMS
knows how to retrieve and automatically derive that data. Thus, the user does not have
to specify the required sequence of operations to obtain the desired data.

Another important improvement is the ability to search over stored and derived data in
the database. This ability is not restricted to a single MBS-model, it is also possible to
search, combine, and compare data from several models. This enables MECHAMOS not
only to perform a traditional parameter study over a parameter space within the same
MBS-model (i.e. varying parameter values). It is also possible to compare and evaluate
different technical concepts (i.e. different MBS-models) through the query language. In
the provided examples, this was done for two different behaviour models (with and
without friction) describing the same physical system.

The MECHAMOS system is implemented in a general manner supporting different
classes of MBS problems. It utilises general database technology and an available MBS
analysis software. This MBS software was the SOPHIA system but other MBS software
could as well be used to perform the analysis (e.g. ADAMS, NEWEUL). The important
issue is that the data should be available in the DBMS on a neutral format. Powerful data
managing tools can then be used to manipulate and analyse the data. In fact, having
several analysis tools available as computational engines in MECHAMOS, the most
suitable software for a particular analysis can be used for the analysis. This puts
requirements on the model in MECHAMOS to be on a neutral and general format to
enable other software specific models to be created from the base data. With this
approach, the dependency on software developers is drastically reduced. For instance,
changing software supplier only requires an interface between MECHAMOS and the
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new software. When this is accomplished, all the models in the database are immediately
available in the new software.

There are also benefits in sharing and reusing data between different application domains
(e.g. CAD, FEM, CFD, MBS) in an engineering information system. The data is stored
in a neutral format and all data is available through the declarative query language. This
makes it easy to combine and transform the data to a suitable form for further analysis.
Furthermore, the object-oriented environment and the available data management system
also facilitate the software development and maintenance. General database functionality
is available to the implementation and thus, does not have to be specifically implemented.
For instance, introducing new data types will automatically be handled by the DBMS and
there is no need to re-code the storage and search mechanisms in the implementation.

Further research

This work has investigated and evaluated new ideas in MBS software implementation.
Naturally, the implemented system is in constant development and as the system evolves,
more insight is gained on how it should be implemented. Therefore, a lot of
improvements can be made and the list of future work is extensive. The number of
analyses and the classes of problems supported by the system can of course be increased.
The former is typically qualitative analysis to enable linearisation, stability analysis,
determining eigenvalues etc. whereas the latter could be the ability to model
discontinuous systems with hard stops, impacts etc. However, more interesting
improvements are probably in the data management area and the ability to search over
MBS-data.

In the present version of MECHAMOS, it is not possible to do a topological search of
the mechanism finding the bodies that are connected to a specific body. These
interrelations are implicitly stored in the position vectors for the bodies and are thus
hidden from the DBMS. This can be improved by introducing a more submodel oriented
data representation where the objects (bodies or joints) refer to other objects that are
connected to them. It would then be possible to search the topological layout and
retrieve the objects that are connected to a given object.

In an effort to make the analysis more intuitive, increase the ability to search, and put less
requirements on the user to have specific knowledge about the MBS-model, the MBS
domain structure must reflect the physical system as much as possible. In the present
version of MECHAMOS there are limitations in data retrieval due to the object type
structure. For instance, take the friction pendulum example in paper F and assume that
the friction force on body A is to be retrieved. This is accomplished with the following
working procedure:

MA> SELECT aforvec(b)
FROM   body b
WHERE  name(b) = "A"
AND    name(model(b)) = "Friction Pendulum";

OID[0x0:1636]
OID[0x0:1640]
OID[0x0:1642]
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The results of this query are three applied force vectors acting on body A where one of
them is the desired friction force vector. This vector is finally retrieved by a traditional
inspection of the three objects. Hereby, the friction force can not be searched for in an
efficient way in the present version of MECHAMOS since the friction is not explicitly
present or have an appropriate data type. This knowledge is now hidden in the more
general applied force vector of body A. With an extended object type structure the
vector could be retrieved with the below query where specific knowledge about the
friction force is not required from the user.

MA> SELECT friction_force(b)
FROM   body b
WHERE  name(b) = "A"
AND    name(model(b)) = "Friction Pendulum";

OID[0x0:1640]

The conclusion from this is that the object types and function names should be extended
and changed to achieve an intuitive language for the analysis and enable efficient searches
and retrieval of MBS-data. MECHAMOS concepts must thus be extended to include
concepts as friction force, spring force, etc. Also, a submodel oriented approach would
enable an even more specific retrieval of the friction force. The force between body A
and the "ground surface" could be retrieved whereas the above query only yields the total
friction force applied to body A.

Functional modelling and submodel techniques are discussed in paper A and these ideas
are implemented in the software DYMAP presented in paper B. In DYMAP the
description is based on the energy equation (17). When assembling submodels, the
energy equations from each submodel are summed and this expression is reduced due to
the constraints imposed on the submodels in the assembly. With a software like
MECHAMOS, where the equations of motion are derived from simple base data, the
submodels (containing an arbitrary number of bodies with several degrees of freedom)
should be defined in terms of some base data instead. Hereby the MBS-model is
gradually built up by assembling suitable pre-defined submodels stored in the database
and the equations are derived from scratch rather than obtained by reducing large
equations as in DYMAP. The assembled configurations could then be analysed in using
the available query language. If an automatic assembling strategy is introduced it is
possible to make queries over a set of submodels. The query will then automatically
assemble different combinations of the submodels and may retrieve the assembly that in
some sense best meet some specified requirements. MECHAMOS could then act as an
assistant to the designer in choosing standard components and machine elements based
on advanced dynamic analysis.
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Appendix 1. Notation and Abbreviations

In this appendix, notations and abbreviations used in the thesis are listed. A general
notation used is that scalars are typed in italic, vectors in boldface, and dyads in
underlined boldface. Furthermore, the courier new  font is used in the text for
implemented software data types , functions , etc.

The below list of notations is not a complete list but it includes those symbols that are
used in several sections of the thesis and not only close to where they are defined.

Notation

< superscript that indicates a system vector
<k superscript that indicates a vector related to the k:th body
· indicates differentiation with respect to time t, for vectors and dyads this is done

relative the inertial reference frame

k the number of bodies in the MBS

n the degrees of freedom in the MBS

q generalised coordinates

�q generalised velocities

qf fictitious generalised coordinates

t time

u generalised speeds

β j
< tangent space base vectors (a system vector)

γ i
< complementary space base vectors (a system vector)

Abbreviations

DAE Differential algebraic equation

DBMS Database management system

DBS Database system

EIS Engineering information system

kde Kinematic differential equation

MBS Multibody system

ODE Ordinary differential equation

OID Object identity

OO Object-oriented
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Appendix 2. The SOPHIA MBS Analysis Package

SOPHIA basically consists of three packages and an export package. This appendix gives
a short description of the most important SOPHIA functions (in bold) in each of these
packages. Useful Maple and Matlab functions are also briefly described. The following
functions are enough to enable MBS analysis of a simple mechanics problem. A SOPIHA
file for the “Sliding Pendulum” example from paper E and F is also included in this
appendix to illustrate how the equations of motion are derived by a sequence of SOPHIA
statements. In the below Maple and SOPHIA statements, Maple variables are denoted
sc , ev  and ed  for scalars, Evectors and Edyads respectively. The eobj  variable denotes
either an Evector or an Edyad.

Vector algebra package

rotFromTo (fN,fA,3,q1);
Define transformation matrixes between
reference frames. Frame fA is defined
from frame fN as a simple rotation about
the n3 axis an angle q1.

Rmx(fN,fA);
View the transformation matrix RNA.

ev1 := Evector (c1,c2,c3,fA);
Create an E-vector expressed in frame fA.
The resulting E-vector is assigned to the
intermediate Maple-variable ev1.

ed1 := Edyad (c1,c2, ...,c9,fA);
Create an E-dyad expressed in frame fA.

sc1 := Emag(ev1);
Magnitude of E-vectors. The resulting
scalar expression is assigned to the inter-
mediate Maple-variable sc1.

ev3 := ev1 &++ ev2;
Addition of E-vectors.

ev3 := ev1 &--  ev2;
Subtraction of E-vectors.

eobj2 := sc1 &**  eobj1;
Scalar magnification of E-vectors and E-
dyads (E-objects).

eobj3 := eobj1 &o eobj2;
Scalar product of two E-objects.

eobj3 := eobj1 &xx  eobj2;
Cross product of two E-objects.

eobj2 := Esimplify (eobj1);
Simplification of E-object components.

eobj2 := express (eobj1,fA);
Transform E-objects between reference
frames.

eobj2 := sexpress (eobj1,fA);
Transform E-objects between reference
frames and simplify the components of the
resulting E-object.

Vector calculus package

dependsTime (q1,u1);
Defines time dependent coordinates and
parameters. A “t” is appended to the
original coordinate or parameter when
differentiation is performed using
SOPHIA operators (e.g. &fdt ).

eobj2 := fN &fdt  eobj1;
Differentiation of E-objects with respect
to time and in a reference frame fN.

ev1 := fN &aV fA;
Computes the angular velocity vector of
frame fA relative to frame fN.
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MBS analysis package

kmv1 := KMvec(ev1,ev2,ev3, ..);
Define a KM-vector representing all the
relevant E-vectors in the MBS model.

kmv3 := kmv1 &+++ kmv2;
Addition of KM-vectors.

kmv3 := kmv1 &---  kmv2;
Subtraction of KM-vectors.

sc1 := kmv1 &O kmv2;
Scalar product of two KM-vectors.

tan := KMtangents (kmv1,[u1,u2]);

Derives all the tangent vectors that corre-
spond to the provided list of generalised
speeds from the velocity KM-vector.

eqns := tan &Kane kmv1;
Performs the scalar product between
kmv1 and each of the KM-vectors in
tan  and returns the resulting equations
as a Maple list.

EXMEX package

exmex(file,path,[eqns],[eqns],[subexpr],[ut,qt],[u,q],
parameters=[m1,m2,...]);

Exports the equations to a ready-to-compile Matlab mex-file. Two sets of equations can be
formulated and common subexpressions in these equations can be defined separately. The
output derivatives are specified as well as the input state space variables and the parameters.

Maple functions

kde := [q1t=u1, q2t=u2, ...];
Defines the kinematic differential equa-
tions (kdes) in a Maple list. The order is
preserved.

kde := {q1t=u1,q2t=u2, ...};
Defines the kinematic differential equa-
tions in a Maple set. The order is not
preserved.

ev2 := subs(kde,ev1);
Substitutes the kdes into an E-vector.

sc2 := solve({eqns},{unkns});
Solve a set of equations for a set of un-
known variables.

sc2 := simplify(sc1);
Simplify an expression or equation. See
also combine , factor , expand .

Matlab functions

[T,Y] = ode23(filename,[time],[initials],[parameters]);
Solves ordinary differential equations for a given time interval, initial values, and parameter
values. The equations that computes the derivatives are stored in a Matlab function-file. The
results are a vector of the time steps of the integration (T) and a matrix of the state variables
at these times (Y).



A Sliding Pendulum example to illustrate the SOPHIA system.

> restart;
> read `c:/dokument/maple/sophia/sophiaV4`:

sophia21_3 - 6 March 1997

exmex version 2.13, 28 October 1997

Define Coordinates and Reference frames

> dependsTime(q1,q2,u1,u2):
> kde:=[q1t=u1,q2t=u2];

 := kde [ ], = q1t u1  = q2t u2
> rotFromTo(fN,fB,3,q2):

Frame relation between fN and fB defined!

Define Inertia Dyads

> ID2:=EinertiaDyad(0,0,JB,0,0,0,fB);

 := ID2














,














0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 JB

fB

Define Position Vectors

> r1:=Evector(q1,0,0,fN);

 := r1 [ ],[ ], ,q1 0 0 fN
> r2:=sexpress(r1 &++ Evector(0,-LB/2,0,fB), fN);

 := r2






,







, , + q1

1

2
( )sin q2 LB −

1

2
( )cos q2 LB 0 fN

Define Force and Torque Vectors

> Fa1:=Evector(-k1*(q1-A*sin(omega*t))-c1*(u1-A*omega*cos(omega
*t)),-mA*g,0,fN);

 := Fa1 [ ],[ ], ,−  − k1 ( ) − q1 A ( )sin ω t c1 ( ) − u1 A ω ( )cos ω t −mA g 0 fN
> Fa2:=Evector(0,-mB*g,0,fN);

 := Fa2 [ ],[ ], ,0 −mB g 0 fN
> Ta2:=Evector(0,0,0,fN);

 := Ta2 [ ],[ ], ,0 0 0 fN

Define and Derive Holonomic and Nonholonomic Constraints

Substitute Constraints into the KDEs

Derive Velocity vectors

> v1:=subs(kde,Esimplify(fN &fdt r1));

 := v1 [ ],[ ], ,u1 0 0 fN
> v2:=subs(kde,Esimplify(fN &fdt r2));

 := v2






,







, , + u1

1

2
( )cos q2 u2 LB

1

2
( )sin q2 u2 LB 0 fN
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> w2:=subs(kde,fN &aV fB);

 := w2 [ ],[ ], ,0 0 u2 fB

Derive Momentum vectors

> p1t:=Esimplify(subs(kde,fN &fdt (mA &** v1)));

 := p1t [ ],[ ], ,mA u1t 0 0 fN
> p2t:=Esimplify(subs(kde,fN &fdt (mB &** v2))):
> h2t:=Esimplify(subs(kde,fN &fdt (ID2 &o w2)));

 := h2t [ ],[ ], ,0 0 JB u2t fB

Derive System and Tangent vectors

> vK:=KMvec(v1,v2,w2):
> RK:=KMvec(Fa1,Fa2,Ta2):
> pK:=KMvec(p1t,p2t,h2t):
> tau:=KMtangents(vK,[u1,u2]):

,Explicitly time dependent part:[ ], , ,[ ],[ ], ,0 0 0 fN [ ],[ ], ,0 0 0 fN [ ],[ ], ,0 0 0 fB 3

Derive Kane's Equations of Motion on Implicit and Explicit form

> KaneIm:=simplify(tau &kane (RK &--- pK));

KaneIm k1 q1 k1 A ( )sin ω t c1 u1 c1 Aω ( )cos ω t mA u1t mB u1t−  +  −  +  −  − 


 := 

1

2
mB ( )sin q2 u22 LB

1

2
mB ( )cos q2 u2t LB +  − ,

−  −  −  − 
1

2
( )cos q2 LB mB u1t

1

2
( )sin q2 LB mB g

1

4
LB2 mB u2t JB u2t





> KaneEx:=simplify(solve({op(KaneIm)},{u1t,u2t})):

Export the equations to Matlab mex-files through the Exmex package

> exmex(`slpode`,`c:/dokument/matlab/odes/`,[[KaneEx[2],KaneEx[
1]]],[kde],[],[u1t,u2t,q1t,q2t],[u1,u2,q1,q2],parameters=[mA,
mB,JB,LB,k1,c1,g,A,omega]);

The following parameter names have been detected,

, , , , , , , ,mA mB JB LB k1 c1 g A ω
,Number of unoptimized equations4

Cost of unoptimized equations,

 +  +  +  + 24 additions 123multiplications 2 divisions 20 functions 4 assignments

,Number of optimized equations27

Cost of optimized equations,

 +  +  +  + 20 additions 72 multiplications divisions 4 functions 27 assignments
> 
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